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Abstract 

The NapMap protocol is a relatively simple multi-hop medium access control (MAC) 

protocol intended for use with sensor networks that have a logical tree topology. The 

NapMap protocol is optimized for high network throughput while maintaining a low duty 

cycle. A special feature of this protocol is that each node transmits its own beacon to 

announce its presence and to send signaling information related to the available time 

slots. The individual beacons and individual “neighborhood maps” are the basic features 

of the NapMap MAC protocol. The neighborhood map is a small data structure which 

indicates timeslot usage by the node’s neighbors. The NapMap MAC addresses the 

hidden terminal problem by individual beacons and neighborhood maps. 

Keywords:  Wireless sensor networks; MAC protocol; duty cycle; neighborhood map; 
slot reservation 
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1. Introduction 

Research in wireless sensor networks has been very active in the last decade, 

and they offer useful applications in areas such as the health care industry (e.g., [1-3]), 

the agricultural industry (e.g., [4-5]), the construction and maintenance industry (e.g., 

[6]), environment monitoring (e.g. [7]), and security against terrorism (e.g., [8]). In this 

thesis, a new sensor network protocol (named the NapMap MAC protocol) is introduced.  

Traditional ad-hoc networks, i.e., 802.11 avoid indirect collisions by a sending 

request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) frames. The IEEE 802.15.4 specification 

however does not include RTS/CTS as it incurs too much overhead in comparison to the 

small size of the sensor data frames (up to 127 bytes). To overcome this, beacon 

scheduling techniques have been proposed. Beacon scheduling techniques (such as 

Beacon Only Period (BOP)) are mainly based on sending different beacons at distinct 

times to avoid collisions between direct neighboring nodes and also between neighbors’ 

neighbors; however, due to the CSMA-CA algorithm, the IEEE 802.15.4 performance is 

degraded when the traffic load increases [18]. 

The NapMap (“Nap” + “Map”) protocol is a MAC protocol which enables every 

node to “nap” (sleep) whenever possible by using a particular “map” (which is called 

neighbourhood map). The NapMap MAC protocol is relatively simple and designed for 

applications that mostly have a regular schedule of data transport activities. In particular, 

this protocol is mainly designed for sensor network nodes that tend to be arranged in an 

approximately linear configuration [14-15]. This protocol allows for multi-hop 

communications so that nodes beyond direct radio range can be connected through 

relaying. The NapMap MAC protocol is designed with a special intention to allow the 

nodes, including those used as routers, to have low duty-cycles. Another design criterion 

is to enable the sensor nodes to send their data to the central data sink at high 

throughput for the given communication resources. 
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The protocol enables the nodes to self-configure a tree topology and flow the 

sensor data to the data sink. In this document, the data sink node will also be referred to 

as the network management node, the time manager, and the root of the tree. The tree 

topology, which is established and maintained as nodes join and depart from the 

network, determines the routing path for the upstream data from each node to the sink 

(the root of the tree), and the routing path for control and management data from the 

network management node to the sensor nodes. However, this document will only focus 

on the upstream data flow (from sensor nodes to the network management node) and 

the medium access control protocol. 

The NapMap MAC protocol is designed to reduce the chance of packet collisions 

among the nodes within direct radio range, and to allow the nodes out of radio range 

from each other to transmit simultaneously for throughput efficiency. The protocol 

enables all nodes to synchronize to a shared superframe structure that consists of a 

configurable number of timeslots, where the default value is 256 slots. The nodes 

cooperatively negotiate time slots for their transmission and reception of data in order to 

avoid collisions between nodes within direct radio range. 

A special feature of this protocol is that each node transmits its own beacon to 

announce its presence and to disseminate signaling information related to the available 

timeslots. Using the information from the beacons, each node maintains its own 

neighborhood map, which gives some indication of the available time slots in its radio 

range. The individual beacons and neighborhood maps are the basic features of the 

NapMap MAC protocol. 

Each node transmits its own beacon during a timeslot within the superframe. A 

node can scan the entire superframe to receive beacons from all nodes in its 

neighborhood and build a list of the nodes within its radio range. Furthermore, nodes are 

capable of cooperatively determining timeslots for their transmissions without requiring 

central coordination for scheduling their transmissions. However, the protocol requires 

one central node to synchronize to the common superframe. We will refer to the central 

node as the time manager. In this document, we also refer to the central node as the 

network manager because this node will be a specialized node providing additional 

services for the upper layers. 
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The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Section  2 presents the Powermesh 

MAC protocol [16], and section  3 presents the NapMap MAC protocol. Section  4 

presents quantitative performance of the NapMap protocol and its comparison with IEEE 

802.15.4 [17]. 
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2. Powermesh Medium Access Control Protocol 

2.1. Network and Protocol Architecture 

2.1.1. Network Topology 

The Powermesh MAC protocol is designed to operate in a tree topology, which is 

a natural choice for sensors deployed along the power lines in a power distribution 

system [14-15]. The root of the tree is the time manager and the other nodes join the 

network to form a tree topology. A detailed procedure for the Powermesh network 

formation is explained in section  2.3.2. 

In this document, the data traffic originating from the root and destined for other 

nodes is referred to as downstream traffic and the data traffic originating from a non-root 

node and destined for the root is referred to as upstream traffic. In the context of a 

sensor network, the downstream traffic typically carries command and control data, and 

the upstream traffic typically carries sensor measurement data. In this document, we will 

only consider upstream traffic. 

In the tree topology, a pair of nodes connected by an edge is in a parent-child 

relation. The parent is the node that is one hop closer to the root than the other node 

connected by the edge in the tree topology. The parent node routes data upstream for its 

child node and all its descendants. The child node is the node that is one hop further 

away from the root. The child node can receive data from its parent and route the data to 

its descendants (downstream traffic). Figure  2-1 illustrates parent-child relationships in a 

tree topology [14].  
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Figure 2-1: Tree topology as an example model for an energy distribution grid  

2.1.2. Superframe Structure 

A series of consecutive timeslots makes up a superframe. The superframe 

continually repeats, with the first timeslot of superframe i+1 immediately following the 

last timeslot of superframe i. Each superframe consists of 256 equal-length timeslots. In 

the Powermesh network design, the duration of a single timeslot must be long enough to 

contain the transmission time of a maximum-length packet and the time for receiving an 

acknowledgment packet or time-out value. The superframe and timeslot structures are 

illustrated in Figure  2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Superframe Structure    

The superframe structure and the different types of timeslots are now described. 

As mentioned above, each superframe has 256 timeslots. Each node is able to perform 

one of the following within a single timeslot: listen to its neighbor’s beacon, broadcast its 

own beacon, make a request to its parent, receive a response from its parent, receive a 

request from one of its children, respond to a request from one of its children, transmit 

data to its parent, or receive data from one of its children. All activities above involve the 

transmission and/or reception of some packets. To avoid collision of packets, we define 

three different types of timeslots as follows: 

• Beacon timeslot 

• Open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot 

• Open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot 

Each type of timeslot is explained in detail: 

Beacon timeslot: Each node sends its beacon once per superframe in its own 

specific timeslot, and we label this timeslot as the node’s beacon timeslot. A node must 

be awake in its own beacon timeslot. The node chooses its own beacon timeslot when 

joining the network. When a node joins the network, it listens to the beacons of the other 

nodes in its neighborhood. Using this information, the joining node chooses a beacon 

timeslot that is different from the other nodes’ beacon timeslots.  

Open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot: In each superframe, each node must 

be awake within a specific timeslot to receive any requests from its child nodes or nodes 
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that want to be its children; this timeslot is called the open-receive1 (listen-to-children) 

timeslot. Each node chooses its own open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot when 

joining the network. Requests received during the open-receive1 timeslot can be for 

joining the network or for transmitting data upstream. For example, if node C wants to 

join the network by making node B as its parent, node C sends the request to join in 

node B’s open-receive1 timeslot. If node B is already the parent of node C and node C 

wants to reserve a timeslot or timeslots in which to transmit data, the request for 

transmission is sent in node B’s open-receive1 timeslot. 

As will be described later, a node’s beacon contains information on its open-

receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot. Thus, any node that receives a beacon also knows 

the beacon-sending node’s open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot. 

Open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot: A node that has sent a request to join 

the network or a node that has sent a request for a timeslot reservation is supposed to 

receive a response to that request. After making the request, the requesting node should 

be awake in a specific timeslot called the open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot to 

receive the response message. Each node chooses its own open-receive2 (listen-to-

parent) timeslot when joining the network. 

A request message carries information about the open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) 

timeslot of the requesting node. Therefore, any node that receives a request message 

knows in which timeslot to send the response. 

In Figure  2-3, different types of timeslots for node A, node B and node C in a 

superframe are shown. Node A is the parent of node B, node B is the parent of node C 

and all three nodes are within radio range of each other. We note that each packet, 

which fit in a time slot, has its own header that specifies what type of packet it is – e.g., 

data packet, beacon packet, or other signaling packets such as request, response, ACK, 

etc. 
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Figure 2-3: Different Types of Timeslots of Node A, Node B and Node C in a 

Superframe 

2.2. Typical Protocol Operation 

We now introduce the basic concepts of the Powermesh protocol by illustrating 

the typical operation of a network. The data sink node plays the role of the time 

manager. That is, all nodes of the network are to be synchronized to the superframe of 

the time manager (the sink node) either directly by receiving the time manager’s 

transmission, or indirectly by receiving the transmission of a node that has been already 

synchronized to the time manager’s superframe. The time manager’s superframe begins 

with the time manager’s beacon slot. Obviously, the network operation cannot begin until 

the time manager is operational. The time manager’s beacon contains the neighborhood 

map of the time manager, and the neighborhood map indicates which time slot is the 

time manager’s open-receive1 (listen-to-children) time slot. Unlike other nodes, the time 

manager does not need an open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot because the time 

manager does not have a parent. 

Upon receiving the time manager’s beacon, a node is able to join a Powermesh 

network. In this case, the joining node will be directly synchronized to the superframe of 

the sink node (the time manager). Thus, it should send an association message request 

to the time manager. If the time manager permits the node to join the network, it 
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responds to the requesting node. After receiving the time manager’s permission, the 

joining node synchronizes its clock to the time manager’s clock and begins broadcasting 

its own beacon within its selected beacon timeslot. Moreover, the joining node builds its 

neighborhood map (to be explained later). In this case, the time manager is the parent of 

the joining node, and the joining node is the child of the time manager. However, any 

node can become a parent node of another node, and the next paragraph describes this 

procedure.  

A node that is out of radio reach from the time manager can still join the network. 

This node can receive a beacon from a node other than the time manager and can still 

synchronize to the superframe of the Powermesh network. The network joining process 

would be the same as explained in the previous paragraph, except that in this case, the 

joining node sends an association message request to the node that has sent the 

beacon. The joining node is then a child node of the author of the beacon, and the 

author of the beacon is the parent node of the joining node. Therefore, the Powermesh 

network contains all of the nodes that are synchronized directly or indirectly to the 

superframe of the time manager. The details of network formation will be further 

explained in section  2.3.2. 

The parent and child relationship defined when a node joins the network naturally 

forms a spanning tree of the network, where the time manager is the ancestor at the 

highest level. With the time manager being the sink of the sensor data, the Powermesh 

protocol can use this spanning tree for routing. Nodes route data packets upstream to 

the time manager, and nodes route control messages downstream from the time 

manager to the destination node. However, data transfer between arbitrary pairs of 

nodes is not supported. 

After joining the network, a node is able to transmit data packets to its parent. To 

send a data packet, the node should first send a request message to its parent. The 

request message contains information about the node’s proposed timeslots. A proposed 

timeslot is a timeslot that is perceived to be available for use in the neighborhood at 

which the node chooses to send a data packet. After sending the request message, the 

node is expecting to receive its parent’s response with regard to the proposed timeslots. 

The parent’s response message indicates which of the proposed timeslots are available 
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in the parent’s neighborhood. The requesting node is only allowed to transmit in the 

timeslots that the parent node permits. The timeslots in which the parent allows the 

requester to transmit are reserved for the child node’s (the requester’s) transmission by 

both the parent node and the requesting node. Details about proposed timeslots and the 

parent’s response messages will be discussed in sections  2.3.1 and  2.3.3. 

A MAC protocol should provide a method of dealing with potential packet 

collisions. The Powermesh MAC protocol provides a method of avoiding collisions while 

keeping the duty-cycles of all nodes (including those used as routers) very low. To 

achieve high network throughput while allowing low duty cycles of nodes, the 

Powermesh MAC protocol requires each node to maintain a data structure (the 

neighborhood map) indicating timeslot usage information of the node’s neighbors. By 

using the neighborhood map, each node is able to transmit its data packets only during 

the available timeslots in its neighborhood. Consequently, collision of packets will be 

avoided, and wireless resources will be efficiently utilized. A detailed explanation of how 

to build and maintain a neighborhood map is in section  2.3.1. 

2.3. Protocol Components 

2.3.1. Neighborhood Map  

The neighborhood map is a key to the operation of the Powermesh MAC 

protocol. The neighborhood map of each node is an array of indexes that indicate 

timeslot usage of the node’s neighbors. Each node can be aware of the available 

timeslots in its neighborhood by looking at its own neighborhood map. Each node builds 

its own neighborhood map as soon as it joins the network. 

The neighborhood map of each node is an array of non-negative integer values 

expressed by a finite number of bits, where the size of this array is the same as the 

number of timeslots in a superframe. Each array element is associated with a unique 

timeslot, and the content of the array element indicates the availability of the associated 

timeslot. We will typically refer to this content as the time slot’s availability index. In the 

first version of the protocol, the number of timeslots in a superframe is 256 and we use 

an array of 2-bit values {0, 1, 2, 3} for the neighborhood map (i.e. a timeslot’s availability 
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index can be 0, 1, 2, or 3). An availability index value of 0 for a timeslot in the 

neighborhood map of a node N indicates that the node N can make a request to its 

parent to use this timeslot for transmission. The availability index value of 3 indicates 

that the node N itself has reserved this timeslot for its own use, where usage of a 

timeslot is defined as the transmission or reception in that timeslot. The availability index 

value of 2 in the neighborhood map of node N indicates that node N’s neighbor has 

reserved this timeslot. The availability index value of 1 in the neighborhood map of node 

N inside the radio range of node N but within the radio 

range of node N’s neighbor, has reserved this timeslot. If the neighborhood map of node 

N N ither 

transmits data in this timeslot nor requests permission (from its parent) to use this 

timeslot. The use of a timeslot can mean the node’s transmission or reception in that 

timeslot. Since one node can transmit to another node during a timeslot, it is normal for a 

single timeslot to be marked as used (availability index of 3) by two separate nodes (one 

node will be using the timeslot for transmission, and the other will be using the timeslot 

for reception). The use of a timeslot by a node includes:  

• Sending its beacon 

• Using the timeslot as its open-receive 1 (listen-to-children) timeslot 

• Using the timeslot as its open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot 

• Using the timeslot for data transmission to its parent or data reception from its 
child 

Each node includes its own neighborhood map in its beacon, so the 

neighborhood map of the node is communicated to its neighbors whenever they receive 

the node’s beacon. 

When joining the network, the node should immediately build its neighborhood 

map. Initially, all entries in the node’s neighborhood map array are set to value 0. During 

normal network operations, a node updates its neighborhood map on two occasions: 

• When a node reserves a timeslot for its own use (e.g., beacon, listen-to-
children, listen-to-parent, data transmission, data reception), the maximum 
value of 3 is placed in that timeslot position within the array.  

• If a node receives its neighbor’s neighborhood map (included in the neighbor’s 
beacon), the node updates its own neighborhood map according to the 
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following: for each timeslot, if the availability index in the beacon-receiving 
node’s neighborhood map is less than the beacon-sending node’s availability 
index minus 1, then the receiving node’s availability index is replaced by the 
sending node’s availability index minus 1. 

To clarify the neighborhood map update process, consider the following 

examples: in the examples below, node A, node B and node C are arbitrary nodes, each 

with a neighborhood map that is initially set to be an array of all zeros.  

Node A’s neighborhood map is initially an array of all zeros. Node A chooses 

timeslots 2, 4 and 9 as its beacon timeslot, open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot 

and open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot, respectively.  The updated neighborhood 

map of node A is shown in Table  2-1. In Table  2-1, Neighbor-A is the initial 

neighborhood map of node A and Updated-A is the updated neighborhood map of node 

A. 

Table 2-1: Updating Neighborhood map of Node A 

Timeslots 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 … 255 0 

Neighbor-A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Updated-A 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Next, node B receives the beacon message from node A. Node B then updates 

its neighborhood map based on node A’s neighborhood map. The updated 

neighborhood map of node B is shown in Table  2-2. In Table  2-2, Initial-B is the initial 

neighborhood map of node B, Neighbor-A is the neighborhood map of node A and 

Updated-B is the updated neighborhood map of node B.  

Table 2-2: Updating Neighborhood Map of node B based on the Neighborhood 
Map of Node A  

Timeslots 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 … 255 0 

Initial – B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Neighbor-A 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Updated-B 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Now node B chooses timeslots 3, 7 and 10 as its beacon timeslot, open-receive1 

(listen-to-children) timeslot and open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot, respectively. 
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The updated neighborhood map of node B is shown in Table  2-3. In Table  2-3, 

Neighbor-B is the neighborhood map of node B and Updated-B is the updated 

neighborhood map of node B.  

Table 2-3: Updating Neighborhood map of Node B 

Timeslots 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 … 255 0 

Neighbor-B 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Updated-B 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 0 

Lastly, node C receives the beacon message of node B. Node C updates its 

neighborhood map based on the node B’s neighborhood map. The updated 

neighborhood map of node C is shown in Table  2-4. In Table  2-4, Initial-C is the initial 

neighborhood map of node C, Neighbor-B is the neighborhood map of node B and 

Updated-C is the updated neighborhood map of node C. 

Table 2-4: Updating Neighborhood Map of Node C Based on the Neighborhood 

Map of Node B  

Timeslots 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 … 255 0 

Initial - C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Neighbor-B 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 0 

Updated-C 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 

When a node wants to join the network, it must build its own neighborhood map 

and update it as required. Joining a Powermesh network is explained in the next section. 

After joining the network, each node is able to negotiate timeslot usage with its parent 

efficiently by using the neighborhood map. Timeslot negotiation among nodes is 

explained in section  2.3.3. 

2.3.2. Joining a Powermesh Network 

A node wants to join a Powermesh network, the joining node first listens to 

(scans) the entire superframe to receive all of its neighbors’ beacons. When joining the 

network, all entries in the joining node’s neighborhood map array are initially set to value 

0. Recall that each entry of the neighborhood map array is associated with a unique 

timeslot of the superframe. During the initial scan of the entire superframe, the joining 
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node updates its neighborhood map whenever a neighbor’s beacon is received. After the 

initial scan of the superframe, the joining node selects three timeslots that have the 

availability index value of 0 in its neighborhood map. The joining node designates these 

three timeslots as its beacon timeslot, open-receive 1 (listen-to-children) timeslot, and 

open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot, respectively. The joining node sets the 

availability index of these three timeslots (array entries) to 3 in its neighborhood map 

array. Next, the joining node selects one of its neighbors as its parent. To establish a 

parent-child relation with the selected neighbor, the joining node sends a request-to-join 

message to the selected neighbor at the neighbor’s open-receive1 (listen-to-children) 

timeslot. The request-to-join message contains the joining node’s neighborhood map 

and information about the joining node’s open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot. 

The joining node is then supposed to receive a response message from its 

selected neighbor. In the open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot of the joining node 

(specified in the request message), the selected neighbor sends a response message to 

the joining node indicating whether the joining node is permitted to join the network or 

not. Upon receiving a response indicating permission to join the network, the selected 

neighbor becomes the joining node’s parent and the joining node synchronizes its clock 

to its parent’s clock based on its parent’s beacon. After joining the network, the newly 

joined node continues to receive its parent’s beacon message to synchronize its clock to 

its parent’s clock on a continuous basis. All nodes are required to be awake to receive 

their parent’s beacon, but nodes may sleep in timeslots at which other nodes, including 

non-parent neighbors, are sending their beacon messages. Moreover, the newly joined 

node begins broadcasting in its beacon timeslot so that other nodes may become aware 

of the newly joined node’s presence. 

If the joining node receives a response indicating that the selected neighbor does 

not permit the joining node to join the network, the joining node selects another node 

among its neighbors as its potential parent. The joining procedure would then repeat as 

explained above. If the joining node does not receive a response from its selected 

neighbor, this indicates that either the requesting message was lost (possibly due to 

colliding with a request message from another node in the neighborhood), or the 

response message was lost. Regardless, the joining node transmits another request 

message based on the random backoff procedure. Whenever the response message is 
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not received, a counter should be incremented to track failures. After a specified number 

of consecutive failures, the joining node may select another node among its neighbors 

as its potential parent. The joining procedure would then repeat as explained above. 

2.3.3. Timeslot Negotiation among Nodes 

In this section, the data packet transmission procedure is explained. To avoid the 

hidden terminal problem and packet collisions, when transmitting a packet to its parent, 

a node should choose a timeslot not only available in its own neighborhood, but also 

available in its parent’s neighborhood. To ensure this availability, each node negotiates 

with its parent with regard to available timeslots for data packet transmission. 

The negotiation begins with the requesting node sending a request message to 

its parent. The request message includes a list of proposed timeslots selected by the 

requesting node for data transmission. The requesting node selects the proposed 

timeslots from among the available timeslots in its radio range−the timeslots with a value 

of zero in its own neighborhood map array. A proposed timeslot is not necessarily a 

timeslot at which the requesting node can send its data packets because a proposed 

timeslot may be not available in the neighborhood of the parent node. Also, the parent 

node, due to its network congestion control policy, may grant fewer timeslots for data 

transmission than the number of the proposed timeslots requested by the requesting 

child. Note that the parent node may not approve all the timeslots proposed by the child 

for its transmission of upstream data, for a variety of reasons. Therefore, the Powermesh 

protocol allows the child to propose a larger number of timeslots than the number of 

timeslots requested, as long as the child specifies in its request message the number of 

requested timeslots. The parent examines the list of proposed timeslots and selects for 

approval a number of timeslots not exceeding the number of requested timeslots. 

The requesting node sends a request message to its parent at its parent’s open-

receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot. After receiving the requesting node’s request 

message, the parent node sends a response message at the requesting node’s open-

receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot. The parent’s response indicates which of the 

proposed timeslots are available in the parent’s neighborhood. The requesting node is 

allowed to transmit data packets only in the timeslots that the parent node permits. The 
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timeslots that the parent node grants to its child for data transmission are called 

accepted timeslots. A list of accepted timeslots is included in the parent’s response 

message. To determine the accepted timeslots, the parent node must compare the list of 

proposed timeslots with its (the parent’s) own neighborhood map. The parent node must 

ensure that each time slot that it accepts from the list of proposed timeslots has the 

value of zero in the parent’s neighborhood map. Obviously, the number of “accepted 

timeslots” that the parent node includes in the response message is no more than the 

number of requested timeslots. 

Immediately before the parent sends the response message to the requesting 

node, the parent updates its neighborhood map by setting availability index of each 

accepted timeslot to 3 in its own neighborhood map array. An accepted timeslot that is 

reserved by the parent for reception of data is called a reserved timeslot. After reserving 

a timeslot, the parent must be awake during the reserved timeslot in all subsequent 

superframes. 

When the response message is received by the requesting node, the requesting 

node sets availability index of each accepted timeslot to 3 in its own neighborhood map 

and reserves the slot for data transmission. Once an accepted timeslot is reserved by 

the requesting node, the accepted timeslot is called a reserved timeslot.  

There is a case in which the requesting node receives the response message 

while the parent node does not receive the acknowledgement (ACK) of the response 

message, i.e. the requesting node sets the value of each accepted timeslot to 3, but the 

parent node does not update its neighborhood map because of the lost 

acknowledgement. In this case, the parent node does notchange the accepted timeslots 

into reserved timeslots, even though the requesting node does. Therefore, the 

requesting node sends data packets to its parent during the reserved timeslots, but since 

the parent is not listening for them, the requesting node does not receive any 

acknowledgement (ACK) of its data packets. As will be explained in section  2.3.4, if the 

ACK is not received in a reserved timeslot, a counter for this reserved timeslot should be 

incremented to track failures. Upon several consecutive failures, a new request message 

may be sent to negotiate a new timeslot for data transmission. Furthermore, the system 

can be configured so that the requesting node may consider changing its parent node 
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after a particular number of consecutive failures to receive the acknowledgement (ACK) 

of its data packet. 

If the number of accepted timeslots is less than the number of requested 

timeslots, the requesting node may require sending another request message to request 

additional timeslots for data transmission. In general, since the queue-length of each 

node changes over time, the requesting node may need to send a new request message 

to its parent requesting more or less timeslots for data transmission. The new request 

message may contain a different number of requested timeslots and/or different 

proposed timeslots compared to prior requests. The new request message should 

indicate the new number of requested timeslots. If the requesting node requires 

additional timeslots for data transmission, it should ensure that any existing reserved 

timeslots already obtained are included within the list of the newly proposed timeslots in 

the new request message. Otherwise, any existing reserved timeslots that are not in the 

list of newly proposed timeslots are reset and made available in the parent node’s 

neighborhood map (availability index set to 0). If the requesting node requires fewer 

timeslots for data transmission, the new request message can optionally include some of 

the existing reserved timeslots. As a special case, if the requesting node desires to 

release all its reserved timeslots, the number of proposed timeslots in the new request 

message should be zero.  

As described above, after sending a request message, the requesting node is 

supposed to receive a response message. If the requesting node does not receive a 

response message, it can transmit another request message based on the random 

backoff procedure. Whenever the response message is not received, a counter should 

be incremented to track failures. The system can be configured so that the requesting 

node may consider changing its parent node after a particular number of consecutive 

failures to receive the response message. 

To illustrate timeslot negotiation between the requesting node and its parent, we 

consider the following example: node B is the parent of node A; timeslot 2 is the open-

receive 1 timeslot (listen-to-children) of node B and timeslot 7 is the open-receive 2 

(listen-to-parent) timeslot of node A. In superframe 10, node A sends a request message 

to node B requesting two timeslots for data transmission. Node A’s “proposed timeslots” 
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are {5, 23, 45, 56}. Sending the request message is shown in Figure  2-4 and sending the 

response message is shown in Figure  2-5. Upon receiving the request message, node B 

may grant two timeslots, one timeslot, or no timeslot for data transmission. If the number 

of accepted timeslots is two, node A reserves these slots for data transmission and 

sends its data packets in the accepted timeslots (Figure  2-6). If the number of accepted 

timeslots is one, node A sends one data packet in the accepted timeslot and may 

request more timeslots in the future as illustrated in Figure  2-7. If no timeslot is granted 

for data transmission, node A may send another request for timeslots as illustrated in 

Figure  2-8. The policy of how many slots to request based on a node’s queue-length and 

the policy of how many slots to accept as a parent node are important issues for the 

purpose of efficient flow of data. We are currently studying these issues. For example, 

we are considering adopting flow control based on differential backlog [9-11].  However, 

we consider these issues somewhat orthogonal to the basic protocol presentation of the 

current paper. 
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Figure 2-4: Node A makes a request to node B in open-receive1 (listen-to-children) 

timeslot of node B at superframe 10 

 

Figure 2-5: Node B sends a response message to node A in open-receive2 (listen-

to-parent) timeslot of node A at superframe 10 

 

Figure 2-6: Accepted timeslots are {23, 45}; (a), (b): Node A sends data packets 

one by one to node B in the accepted timeslots 
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Figure 2-7: Accepted timeslot is {23}; (a): Node A sends a data packet to node B in 

the accepted timeslot; (b): Node A makes another request to node B 
at open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot of node B in the next 
superframe (by random backoff procedure) 

 

Figure 2-8: No timeslot is accepted; (a): Since no timeslot is accepted, node A is 

not able to send any data packet to node B; (b): Node A makes 
another request to node B in open-receive1 (listen-to-children) 
timeslot of node B in the next superframe (by random backoff 
procedure) 

2.3.4. Data Transmission 

After timeslots are successfully negotiated between the requesting node and its 

parent, data transmission may occur during the reserved timeslots. The hardware must 

ensure that the transceiver is turned on and able to begin transmission at the proper 

time. The parent node is responsible for turning on its transceiver in time to receive a 

transmission from its child node. Because of inherent inaccuracies in hardware clocks, a 

guard time is defined. The parent node is responsible for ensuring that its transceiver is 

awake and ready to receive data before the actual start of the reserved timeslot. The 

parent node must remain awake long enough to complete reception of the packet. Then 
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the parent node should switch its transceiver to transmit mode and send an 

acknowledgement (ACK) back to the requesting node. The transceiver of the parent 

node may then be turned off for the remainder of the timeslot. 

The requesting node must ensure that its transceiver is ready to transmit the data 

packet at the exact starting boundary of the reserved timeslot. Upon completion of the 

transmission, the transceiver should be placed in receive mode so that the ACK may be 

received. Should the ACK not be received, a counter for this reserved timeslot should be 

incremented to track failures. Upon several consecutive failures, a new request message 

may be sent to negotiate a new timeslot for data transmission. Furthermore, the system 

can be configured so that the requesting node may consider changing its parent node 

after a particular number of consecutive failures to receive the ACK of its data packet.  

2.4. In-Depth Discussions 

2.4.1. Duty Cycles of Nodes 

One of the design objectives of the Powermesh MAC protocol is to allow low duty 

cycles for the nodes. Indeed, the use of beacons, neighborhood maps and timeslot 

negotiation enables the nodes to schedule their sleeping times effectively, and this can 

contribute to lowering the duty cycle. After building and updating its neighborhood map, 

a node exactly knows in which timeslots it must be awake, and consequently the node 

can sleep in all other timeslots. 

The Powermesh MAC protocol requires each node to be awake for a few specific 

timeslots to build and update its neighborhood map. More specifically, on average, each 

node should be awake in approximately seven timeslots per superframe to build and 

update its neighborhood map. Assuming a superframe consisting of 256 timeslots, these 

seven timeslots per superframe add an overhead of only 7/256=2.7% to the node’s duty 

cycle. Moreover, since the number of timeslots per superframe is configurable, the 

percentage overhead caused by these seven timeslots can be reduced by increasing the 

number of timeslots per superframe. We now briefly explain how we derived the 

overhead of the seven timeslots per superframe. Recall that to build the neighborhood 

map, each node should be awake in four timeslots every superframe: its own beacon 
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timeslot, its parent’s beacon timeslot, its open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot and 

its open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot. As will be explained in the following section 

 2.4.2, each node may be required to periodically remain awake for all timeslots in a 

superframe (i.e. scan the whole superframe) to reset and update its neighborhood map. 

Although further research is required to determine the proper scanning frequency, we 

initially assume that the scanning frequency is 100 (i.e. each node should scan the entire 

superframe once every 100 superframes). Being awake for all timeslots in a superframe 

every 100 superframes results in awakening approximately three timeslots per 

superframe on average (.01*256=2.56 ≈3 timeslots per superframe). Thus, building and 

updating the neighborhood map is at the cost of being awake for seven timeslots per 

superframe. Although further research is required to determine the proper scanning 

frequency, such approximate calculations provide some insight into the performance of 

the Powermesh network.  

2.4.2. Future Design Issues and Possible Different Versions of 
Powermesh MAC Protocol 

The Powermesh MAC protocol is a very new protocol and it could evolve into 

several different versions as more detailed design decisions are made. In this section, 

we discuss some of these detailed design issues. 

An important issue to be addressed in refining the Powermesh MAC protocol is 

that a node’s neighborhood map may not be updated by its neighbors’ most recent 

neighborhood maps. According to the Powermesh MAC protocol, a node must listen to 

its parent’s beacon after joining the network, but a node does not necessarily listen to its 

neighbors’ beacons. As a result, the node may not receive its neighbors’ most updated 

neighborhood maps. Hence, mechanisms must be employed to ensure that 

neighborhood map information is continually shared between nodes as the network 

changes over time. There are several potential ways that this might be accomplished, 

and further study is necessary to determine the proper method for the Powermesh MAC 

protocol. One simple method is that each node periodically resets its neighborhood map 

and then remains awake for all timeslots in a superframe (i.e. scanning the whole 

superframe) in order to listen to the beacons of all its neighbors. Before scanning the 

whole superframe, the node should first reset its neighborhood map to all zeros (except 
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for its own beacon, open-receive1 and open-receive2 timeslots and its parent’s beacon, 

open-receive1 and open-receive2 timeslots) to remove any outdated information. Upon 

receiving its neighbors’ beacons, the scanning node builds its most updated 

neighborhood map. Frequent scanning of this kind increases the overhead in operating 

the protocol, and the tradeoff between such overhead and performance needs to be 

analyzed further. 

Another issue is that for each node, only one timeslot (listen-to-children timeslot) 

per superframe is allocated for receiving request messages from any children. Hence, 

one may expect frequent packet collisions among the children’s request messages 

during network operation. Nonetheless, as mentioned before, the Powermesh MAC 

protocol is designed for sensor networks with nodes physically arranged in an 

approximately linear configuration, such as along the power lines in a power distribution 

system. This physical topology helps to limit the branching factor of the network’s logical 

tree topology. Additionally, the maximum number of children for each node can be easily 

constrained by protocol configuration. Parent nodes can simply refuse to allow additional 

nodes to become their children. These refusals would not break network connectivity, 

because a node could become a child of one of the parent node’s existing children. 

Limiting the tree’s branching factor reduces the chance of collision among the children’s 

request messages. Furthermore, the random backoff procedure ensures that the 

children are eventually able to make a collision-free request to their parent. 

Another design issue concerns an aspect of the timeslot negotiation process 

between child and parent. A parent may refuse a child’s proposed timeslots for various 

reasons, one of which could be that the proposed timeslots are unavailable in the 

parent’s neighborhood map. This situation could arise if a child does not receive several 

of its parent’s beacons, or if there are significant changes in the parent’s neighborhood 

map between successive beacons. One possible solution to minimize this situation is 

that when joining the network, each node selects its open-receive1 (listen-to-children) 

timeslot as the closest available timeslot immediately after its beacon timeslot. Ideally, a 

node’s beacon and open-receive1 timeslots would be assigned to consecutive timeslots 

in the superframe. Consequently, each node receives the beacon of its parent at the 

nearest time before sending a request message to the parent. By receiving the beacon 

of its parent immediately before making a request, the requesting node receives its 
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parent’s most updated neighborhood map, reducing the chance of proposing a timeslot 

that is unavailable in the parent’s neighborhood. Another possible solution could be to 

have the parent include a list of available timeslots in its reply to the child’s request 

message. These timeslots would then guide the child’s subsequent proposed timeslots. 

Another concern to be addressed is a parent node’s ability to recover and 

reassign reserved timeslots. This ability would be useful for congestion control and for 

the case in which a requesting node dies after reserving a number of timeslots. There 

are a few potential solutions to this problem, each with different consequences. One 

solution is to assign a fixed expiration time to each reserved timeslot, making each 

reservation a soft state [13]. Similarly, each reserved timeslot could have an inactivity 

timeout. Another potential solution is to add a mechanism by which a parent node can 

request and/or forcibly inform a child to stop using a reserved timeslot. Such a 

mechanism could also be used to rebalance previously granted timeslots when a node 

becomes a parent to a new child. Another potential solution is to rely on the periodic 

neighborhood map reset and scanning of the whole superframe, described earlier. If a 

parent node completely resets its neighborhood map and forgets all previous reserved 

timeslots, data transmission from its children will stop because the parent will not be 

awake during the previously reserved timeslots. From this clean slate, the parent node is 

able to assign new timeslots to its children. 

2.4.3. Slow Discovery of Neighbors 

Slow discovery of neighbors in the Powermesh network may degrade the 

protocol performance. In order to indicate the importance of this issue, the situation in 

which a new node wants to join the network is considered as illustrated in Figure  2-9. 

Consider the network topology shown in Figure  2-9, where each line that connects two 

nodes represents the parent-child relationship between two node (e.g., Time Manager is 

the parent node of both node A1 and node A2, node A1 is the parent node of both node 

A3 and node A4). All nodes except node A8 have joined the network. Node A3, node A6 

and node A7 are within the radio range of node A8 but node A7 and node A3 are not 

inside the radio range of node A6. 
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Figure 2-9: Slow discovery of neighbors in a sample network topology 

Assume that node A8 wants to join the network. Initially all values of timeslots in 

node A8’s neighborhood map are set to be zero. Node A8 initially scans the whole 

superframe in order to receive all its neighbors’ beacons−that is, node should be awake 

during the entire length of the superframe at the time of joining the network. In the 

example of Figure  2-9, node A8 receives beacon messages of nodes A3, A6 and A7. 

Upon receiving of its neighbors’ beacons, node A8 updates its neighborhood map. After 

updating its neighborhood map, node A8 selects three timeslots each with the value of 0 

in its neighborhood map, (for example, timeslots 14, 15 and 17)  for its beacon timeslot, 

open-receive 1 (listen-to-children) timeslot and open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot, 

respectively. Suppose that node A8 selects node A6 as its selected-parent among its 

neighbors. 

To inquire about the possibility of synchronizing its own clock to its selected-

parent’s clock, the joining node sends a request message to its selected-parent (node 

A6). Furthermore, request message contains information of node A8’s beacon timeslot, 
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open-receive1 (listen-to-children) timeslot and open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot 

and also A8’s neighborhood map. 

Suppose that node A6 receives A8’s request for joining the network.  Then, in 

open-receive 2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot of node A8, which is specified in the request 

message of A8, A6 sends a response message allowing A8 to join. Upon receiving of 

node A6’s response, node A8 synchronizes its clock to node A6’s clock, on the basis of 

A6’s beacon to complete its joining process. After joining, node A8 continues to receive 

node A6’s beacon message in order to continually synchronize its clock to its parent’s 

clock. Moreover, node A8 begins broadcasting its beacon in its beacon timeslot so that 

other nodes may be aware of A8’s presence. 

As mentioned before, the neighborhood map of each node is included in the 

node’s beacon message. In joining process explained above, only node A6 which is the 

parent of node A8 has received neighborhood map of node A8 and the other neighbors of 

node A8 (i.e., nodes A3 and A7) have not received neighborhood map of node A8. The 

reason is that within the joining process node A8 selects its beacon timeslot from an 

available timeslot in its neighborhood and hence its neighbors sleep within A8’s beacon 

timeslot. Consequently, neighbors of node A8 (i.e., nodes A3 and A7) do not receive node 

A8’s beacon. 

To summarize, node A3 and node A7 which are the neighbors of node A8 do not 

receive the neighborhood map of node A8 after A8 joins the network because they sleep 

within A8’s beacon timeslot (which is timeslot 14). Thus, neighborhood map of node A3 

and neighborhood map of node A7 is not updated by the neighborhood map of node A8. 

In a general case, any node’s neighbor may sleep within the node’s beacon timeslot and 

hence the neighbor does not receive beacon message of the node. Consequently, the 

neighbor’s neighborhood map is not updated by neighborhood map of the beacon-

sending node. 

In Figure  2-10, S.F. stands for superframe (e.g., S.F. 13 means superframe 13, 

S.F. 14 means superframe 14). Every table of Table  2-5 - Table  2-13 corresponds to one 

specific superframe as shown in Figure  2-10. In Table  2-5 - Table  2-13, neighborhood 

maps of node A3, node A6, node A7 and node A8 in different times have been shown. 
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Only values of timeslots 14, 15, 17 and 18 are considered. By assumption, timeslots 14, 

15, 17 and 18 are available timeslots in the neighborhood of each of A3, A6, A7 and A8. 

Following example illustrates that if neighborhood maps of neighboring nodes are not 

continually shared between them, packet collision may occur within the network 

operation. 

 

Figure 2-10: Correspondence of Superframe Numbers and Tables 

 

Table 2-5: Node A8 wants to join the network. Neighborhood maps of A8’s 

neighbors indicates that timeslots 14, 15 and 17 are available in its 
neighborhood 

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-6: Node A8 selects timeslots 14, 15 and 17 as its own beacon timeslot, 

open-receive 1 (listen-to-children) timeslot and open-receive 2 
(listen-to-parent) timeslot, respectively. Assignment indexes of 
timeslots 14, 15 and 17 in A8’s neighborhood map are updated. Then 
node A8 sends a request message for joining to node A6 

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
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Map of Node 
A3 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-7: Node A6 sends response at open-receive2 (listen-to-parent) timeslot of 

node A8 (timeslot 17) indicating that node A8 is allowed to join the 
network. Since node A8’s neighborhood map is included in the 
request message of node A6, node A6 updates its neighborhood map 
based on the neighborhood map of node A8. Assignment indexes of 
timeslots 14, 15 and 17 in neighborhood map of node A6 are then 
updated 

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-8: Since nodes A3 and A7 have not received neighborhood map of node A8, 

values of timeslots 14, 15 and 17 are zero in their neighborhood 
map. Now suppose that node A7 sends a request message to node 
A3 for data transmission. Suppose that the proposed timeslot in its 
request message is timeslot 14  

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 
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Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-9: Since assignment index of timeslot 14 is zero for node A3, node A3 
sends a response to node A7 indicating that timeslot 14 is reserved 
for A7’s transmission. Thus, both nodes A3 and A7 place value of 3 at 
timeslot 14 in their own neighborhood maps    

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-10: Node A3 does not receive data packet of node A3 within timeslot 14 

because node A8 which is a neighbor of A3 sends its beacon at the 
same timeslot 

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
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Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-11: Now assume that each of nodes A7 and A8 makes a request to their 

parent separately to reserve timeslot 18 for its own data packet 
transmission  

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-12: Since timeslot 18 is available in the neighborhood of both nodes A3 

and A6, each of these nodes send a response to its child indicating 
that timeslot 18 is reserved for its child’s transmission. Thus, each 
of nodes A3, A7, A6 and A8 places value of 3 at timeslot 18 in its own 
neighborhood map      

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

0 0  3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
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A7 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

 

Table 2-13: Since each of nodes A8 and A7 sends its own data packet within 

timeslot 18, data packets of nodes A7 and A8 may collide with each 
other       

Timeslots 0 1 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 254 255 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A3 
0 0  3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A7 
0 0  3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A6 
0 0  2 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Neighborhood 
Map of Node 

A8 
0 0  3 3 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
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3. NapMap Protocol 

3.1. Introduction 

The NapMap protocol is a multi-hop medium access control (MAC) protocol 

intended for use with sensor networks that have a logical tree topology. The NapMap 

protocol is optimized for high network throughput while maintaining a low duty cycle.  

Since the protocol is designed for wireless sensor networks, this version of the protocol 

only supports unidirectional application data traffic, from many (individual sensor) nodes 

to a single root / management / data sink node. However, the protocol can be easily 

extended to accommodate traffic delivery from the root to individual nodes. 

3.2. High-Level Protocol Description 

3.2.1. Design Goals / Principles 

The main qualitative goal is that the protocol should be simple. The protocol will 

be running on simple wireless sensors with limited computing resources. 

The main quantitative goal is to minimize energy usage, thereby maximizing 

sensor battery life and network uptime. The protocol is specifically designed to allow all 

nodes to conserve energy by sleeping whenever possible. 

Secondary goals include solving the hidden and exposed terminal problems, and 

enabling high network throughput by allowing for spatial bandwidth reuse. 

3.2.2. Known Limitations 

The protocol was designed to operate on networks that are physically arranged 

in an approximately linear configuration (such as sensors placed along a power line); 
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although the protocol will still function on networks with different physical topologies, 

performance is likely to degrade for dense networks. 

Since the protocol is intended for wireless sensor networks, this version of the 

protocol only supports unidirectional application data traffic from the sensor nodes to a 

single root node. For wireless sensor networks, the majority of traffic follows this profile, 

although a small amount of sporadic traffic is expected to be sent from the root node to 

the sensor nodes. Future versions of the protocol will address this traffic. However, 

delivery of application data traffic between arbitrary pairs of sensor nodes is explicitly 

unsupported. 

The protocol is not intended for delay-sensitive or real-time applications; 

depending on operational parameters, a node may have to wait a long time just to begin 

to transmit its data packet toward the destination node. While high overall network 

throughput is a design goal, minimizing the delivery delay of an individual packet from 

source node to the network data sink is not a priority. Furthermore, guarantees on 

maximum end-to-end packet delivery delay cannot be made. 

3.2.3. Protocol Overview 

The NapMap protocol is a slotted MAC protocol. A fixed number of consecutive 

timeslots comprise a superframe, with the first timeslot of the next superframe beginning 

immediately after the final timeslot of the current superframe. Timeslots and superframes 

define the basic measure of time in the NapMap protocol. The NapMap protocol 

performs cooperative distributed scheduling of timeslots and allows for spatial timeslot 

reuse. Through cooperation and negotiation, timeslots are assigned specific purposes − 

for example, for a particular node’s (say node N’s) transmission of its beacon, for node N 

to hear another node’s control message, for node N to transmit its application data 

message, for node N to hear an incoming data message, etc. Control messages that 

contain information about timeslot assignments are exchanged throughout the network 

in a distributed fashion without requiring central coordination. 

Nodes exchange protocol data units (PDUs) and in a single timeslot, a node may 

validly transmit one or more PDUs to zero or more nodes, or a node may validly receive 

one or more PDUs from exactly one node.  Assigned timeslots are divided into two 
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types: control and application. Control timeslots are used for NapMap protocol 

messages in the control plane of the protocol stack, and contribute to the consumed 

bandwidth overhead of operating the NapMap protocol.  Application timeslots must be 

successfully negotiated and reserved before usage, and (at this time) are used for 

transferring application data. 

Network nodes are logically arranged in a tree, with the root of the tree also 

being the network management node and the application data sink. The protocol allows 

for unidirectional application data transport toward the root node. A NapMap network 

begins with a single node, the root. Nodes within mutual radio range (neighbors) of a 

node that is already part of the network may join the network at any time.  The network 

maintains a logical spanning tree topology by establishing and maintaining network 

adjacencies (parent-child pairings). 

3.2.4. Defining Features 

3.2.4.1. Tree Topology 

All nodes connected to a NapMap network are arranged in a logical tree, with the 

root node acting as the network management node, application data sink and NapMap 

network originator. Two nodes in a NapMap network are adjacent if they are connected 

by an edge in the tree topology, with one node being the parent and the other node the 

child. The parent node routes data upstream (toward the root) for its child node and all 

its descendants. Because there is only a single path between any pair of nodes in a tree, 

the data path from each node to the root is determined when the network is formed with 

the logical tree topology. During the application data collection operation, each node 

simply forwards the data packets to its parent node in the logical tree.  Furthermore, 

node address discovery is unnecessary because nodes can only send application data 

PDUs toward the root. 

The tree is formed, grown, and trimmed in a distributed manner, with no central 

coordination or global enforcement of topology. Thus, the network formation process is 

non-deterministic and two groups of nodes with identical physical topologies may be 

arranged into different logical topologies (different trees). 
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3.2.4.2. Neighborhood Map 

Conceptually, the Neighborhood Map is the keystone of the NapMap protocol.  

The neighborhood map (NM) describes a node’s current knowledge of timeslot 

assignments within its neighborhood. A node’s neighborhood is defined as the physical 

area covered by its radio, i.e. the node’s radio range. A neighbor node is a node that is 

within radio range of this node, and a node’s neighbors are all located within the node’s 

neighborhood (therefore, an adjacent node is a neighbor that is also a parent or child of 

this node). It is assumed that a node can communicate directly with all of its neighbors. 

Functionally, a Neighborhood Map is an array of integers (which we call 

assignment indexes), with each array element corresponding to each timeslot in a 

superframe. Thus, the size of this array is the same as the number of timeslots in a 

superframe. Each node maintains its own neighborhood map.  We denote by MN the 

neighborhood map of node N. The contents (assignment indexes) of this array 

(neighborhood map MN) are updated as the node (node N) obtains new information 

about the assignment of timeslots in its neighborhood. We denote by MNf the 

neighborhood map contents at superframe f; that is, node N’s perception of the 

scheduled usage of the timeslots in superframe f. We denote by MN(f,i) the ith element, 

which indicates node N’s perception of how the ith timeslot is assigned in its 

neighborhood during superframe f. Note that although the NM represents an array of 

integers, it can certainly be encoded in a different manner when exchanged between 

nodes. Because of the nature of the data represented in a NM (likely to be sparse and 

groups of short, repeating blocks), there are likely more efficient ways of encoding and 

storing the NM than as an array of integers. 

The value of an assignment index indicates a node’s perception of how that 

timeslot is currently assigned in its neighborhood, ranging from unassigned to assigned 

for different purposes. Based on its own actions along with information received from 

other nodes, a node updates the assignment indexes in various ways. It is important to 

note that a node’s NM (the node’s perception) may not correctly reflect the actual 

timeslot assignments in its neighborhood. When a node’s NM contains severely 

outdated or incorrect information, network performance may decrease and the 

occurrence of packet collisions may increase. 
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The NapMap protocol’s primary method for collision avoidance is the intelligent 

assignment of timeslots, and this intelligence is enabled by the NM. In many aspects of 

the protocol operation, a node is required to choose timeslots when negotiating a new 

timeslot assignment. To guide these choices, a node consults the information in its NM.  

Since the NM contains information about perceived timeslot assignments for neighbor 

nodes, a node is able to identify and choose unassigned timeslots for its new 

assignment.  Similarly, a node uses its NM to verify timeslot assignment requests from 

other nodes; a node cannot permit a new timeslot assignment if that timeslot is already 

assigned in its own NM. 

3.2.4.3. Conflict-Free, Distributed Timeslot Scheduling 

Nodes participating in a NapMap network assign timeslots in a distributed fashion 

with no centralized coordination. Nodes are able to assign timeslots using only local 

knowledge and possible assignments can be verified by communicating with only 

neighbor nodes. Timeslots are assigned in a manner that tries to avoid packet collisions. 

However, the NapMap protocol is not entirely collision-free, and packet collisions can 

occur because of contention over a shared resource or because of the possibility of 

conflicting timeslot assignments. Packet collisions due to contention between nodes 

cannot be completely eliminated, and are handled using standard retry mechanisms (as 

described in section  3.3.3.1 and  3.3.3.2). Conflicting timeslot assignments can occur if 

there are large delays in exchanging neighborhood map information between nodes. A 

conflict is defined as a combination of assignment indexes in the neighborhood maps of 

two or more nodes that could result in packet collisions. The protocol provides 

procedures to identify and resolve these conflicts (as described in section  3.3.4.6); thus, 

any conflicting timeslot assignments are only temporary. 

3.2.4.4. Protocol Data Units (PDUs) 

Recall that in a NapMap network, nodes exchange protocol data units (PDUs) 

while supporting unidirectional application data transport toward the root node. There are 

different types of PDUs in the NapMap protocol (see section  3.4.1), and the messages 

sent in the control plane can be organized into four groups: PDUs for network joining, 

ongoing neighborhood operations, application timeslot negotiations, and conflict 

resolution. 
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• Network joining PDUs include messages to request to join, allow a node to 
join, deny a node from joining, and to notify neighbors of a newly joined node’s 
arrival. 

• The most important PDU used for ongoing neighborhood operations is the 
Beacon PDU.  The beacon PDU is a node’s primary method of announcing its 
presence to other nodes. The Beacon PDU is also used for clock 
synchronization and for sending a node’s NM to its neighbors. A node’s 
beacon contains the indexes of the node’s own control timeslots (so that other 
nodes will know how to communicate with the node if needed), along with the 
node’s current neighborhood map and the node’s current list of neighbors 
(LON). Transmitting one’s own beacons and receiving neighbors’ beacons is 
the primary method of distributing neighborhood maps throughout a NapMap 
network. This NM distribution, along with the subsequent NM updates 
(described in section  3.3.4.2), is the method of cooperatively disseminating 
timeslot assignment information among all nodes. 

• The application timeslot negotiation PDUs include messages to request an 
application timeslot assignment, grant a request, and cancel a previous 
application timeslot assignment. 

• The conflict resolution PDUs include messages to notify nodes of identified 
conflicts and messages to resolve conflicts by cancelling or changing timeslot 
assignments. 

In addition to the control PDUs described above, application data PDUs are used 

for transferring application data to the root node. All control PDUs are sent in control 

timeslots and all application data PDUs are sent in application timeslots. 

3.2.4.5. Control Timeslots 

Control timeslots are used for managing the network topology and for performing 

the MAC functionality of the NapMap protocol. Control timeslots are meant to be 

permanently assigned for the lifetime of a node. Altering a node’s control timeslot 

assignments can be quite disruptive to the network and will be explained in detail in 

section  3.3.5.6. 

Control timeslots include timeslots used for beaconing, exchanging protocol 

messages between a node and its children and exchanging protocol messages in the 

control plane between a node and its parent. The current protocol version defines three 

types of control timeslots: Beacon, Open-Receive 1 (OR1), and Open-Receive 2 (OR2). 

 Beacon Timeslot 
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During its beacon timeslot, a node transmits its beacon PDU; since the beacon is 

a broadcast message, no acknowledgement is expected (in contrast to every other 

PDU). Each node that has joined a NapMap network is required to transmit its beacon 

once per superframe. 

 Open-Receive 1 (OR1) 

A node’s open-receive1 (OR1) timeslot is for receiving PDUs from its children; a 

node is required to be awake during this timeslot, even if it does not have any children 

(because nodes attempting to join the network will send requests in the OR1 timeslot). 

Because a node can have more than one child, packet collisions due to contention 

between children trying to simultaneously transmit during this timeslot are normal and 

expected. A child sending a PDU during its parent’s OR1 timeslot is expecting an 

acknowledgement; a missing acknowledgement indicates a lost message, lost 

acknowledgement or a collision. Regardless of the cause, depending on the specific 

PDU, a child can retry the transmission by performing an exponential backoff (described 

in section  3.3.3.1). 

Various PDUs can be sent from child to parent during the parent’s OR1 timeslot.  

In addition, a node may occasionally receive a PDU from non-adjacent neighbors1 during 

its OR1 timeslot. The following PDUs are exchanged during OR1 timeslots: 

• Network joining: request to join a network 

• Ongoing neighborhood operations: notification to parent of upcoming 
superframe scanning by a child node (see section  3.3.7.1) 

• Application timeslot negotiation: request an application timeslot assignment 

• Conflict resolution: request neighbor to cancel application timeslot assignment 

 Open-Receive 2 (OR2) 

 
1
 Recall that two nodes are adjacent if they are in a parent-child relationship in the tree topology.  

A node’s non-adjacent neighbors are other nodes that are within radio range (neighbors), but 
are not in a parent-child relationship with the node. 
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A node’s open-receive2 (OR2) timeslot is for receiving PDUs from its parent.  

PDUs sent from parent to child require an acknowledgement, and when a node receives 

a PDU during its OR2 timeslot, it replies with an acknowledgement. Because a node has 

only one parent, packet collisions due to contention are not expected during the OR2 

timeslot. However, PDUs and acknowledgements can still be corrupted by 

environmental factors. Because the root node has no parent, it does not have an OR2 

timeslot, but every other node is required to be awake during its OR2 timeslot. 

In addition to receiving from its parent, a node may, although rarely, receive a 

PDU from non-adjacent neighbors during its OR2 timeslot. The following PDUs are 

exchanged during OR2 timeslots: 

• Network joining: node is allowed to join, node is denied from joining, 
notification that a new node has joined 

• Ongoing neighborhood operations: notification to child of upcoming 
superframe scanning by the parent node (see section  3.3.7.1) 

• Application timeslot negotiation: grant an application timeslot request, cancel a 
previous application timeslot assignment 

• Conflict resolution: request neighbor to change control timeslot assignment 

3.2.4.6. Application (Data) Timeslots 

A part of the NapMap network’s traffic is due to negotiation and assignment of 

timeslots for application data transmission and reception. Before a node can use a 

timeslot to transmit application data, it must request (and be granted) permission to use 

the timeslot from its parent. Successfully negotiated and granted application timeslots 

are known as a node’s reserved timeslots. These application timeslots can be used by a 

node to transmit or receive data (application) PDUs. A reserved timeslot is reserved by 

both parent and child: the child transmits a PDU containing application data, and the 

parent receives this PDU and responds with an acknowledgement. After a node has 

finished with the timeslot, it releases the reservation, allowing another node to reserve 

the timeslot in the subsequent superframes. Altering application timeslot assignments is 

a normal part of the protocol operation, and can happen often. 
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In the current version of the protocol, transferring application data is only 

supported from nodes toward the data sink (root), but this could be extended to support 

bidirectional transfers in future versions of the protocol. 

Because application timeslots cannot be assigned without first obtaining 

permission, parent nodes are able to exert much control over their children’s data 

transfer. A parent node can prevent packet collisions among its children who intend to 

send application data upstream by ensuring that individual children are assigned 

different application timeslots. Additionally, because negotiations and reservations occur 

between each parent-child pair, the NapMap protocol naturally facilitates congestion 

control mechanisms – a parent can simply refuse to grant permission for a child to use 

an application timeslot, effectively stopping any application data transfer. 

3.2.5. Typical Operation 

For overall perspective of the NapMap protocol, we consider the following 

example network scenario: 

A B C

 

Figure 3-1: Example network showing typical operation of the NapMap Protocol 

• Initially, nodes A, B and C are not part of a network. 

• A is the node that serves as the data sink.  Then, A starts the NapMap 
network by selecting its control timeslots and sending its beacon. The timeslot 
at which a node sends its own beacon is called a beacon timeslot. 

• A node that is not the data sink should find another node that is already in the 
network. A node can search for another node in the network by listening to all 
timeslots in a superframe. The node can find another node in the network by 
hearing the beacon of the nodes in its neighborhood. In the illustrated scenario 
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of Figure  3-1, node B begins the procedure to join node A’s network, scanning 
the superframe and receiving A’s beacon. 

• B selects its control timeslots and sends a join request to A in A’s OR1 
timeslot. A validates the join request and grants B permission to join with its 
reply in B’s OR2 timeslot. 

• B is now part of the network, so it begins broadcasting its own beacon to its 
neighborhood in node B’s beacon timeslot, all the while listening to A’s 
beacons. 

• C is beyond A’s direct radio range, but is able to join the network at B.  Once B 
has started to send beacons, C is able to perform the network joining 
procedure. 

• After successfully joining the network at B, C begins broadcasting beacons.  
A, B and C all transmit their own beacons during their respective beacon 
timeslots; furthermore, B listens to all of A’s beacons and C listens to all of B’s 
beacons. 

• C wants to send an application data packet, so C needs to reserve a timeslot 
for its data transmission. C sends a request to B (in B’s OR1 timeslot) 
containing some proposed timeslots. 

• B receives the request from C, validates one of the proposed timeslots and 
replies to C (in C’s OR2 timeslot); now B and C have established a reserved 
timeslot. 

• C transmits the application data packet to B during the reserved timeslot. 

• B now has to forward the data packet to A, so B sends a timeslot request to A 
(in A’s OR1 timeslot). 

• A receives the request from B, validates one of the proposed timeslots and 
replies to B (in B’s OR2 timeslot); now A and B have established a reserved 
timeslot. The reserved timeslot between A-B is different from the reserved 
timeslot between B-C because B is involved in both of these communications, 
thus B will not request that its transmission to A be in the same timeslot that it 
has already granted to C. 

• B transmits the application data packet (originally from C) to A during the 
reserved timeslot. 

• With no further application packets to transmit, C cancels its reserved timeslot 
by sending a message to B (during B’s OR1 timeslot). Similarly, B then 
cancels its reserved timeslot with A by sending a message to A (during A’s 
OR1 timeslot). 
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3.3. Detailed Protocol Description 

3.3.1. Timeslot Formats 

In the NapMap protocol, all timeslots are of the same duration and all timeslots 

are equal.  Thus, any timeslot can be assigned to any purpose. A timeslot does not take 

on one of the following formats until it is assigned. For the duration of that assignment, 

the appropriate timeslot format applies, but when the assignment ends, the timeslot 

loses its format. Because a single timeslot can have different assignments belonging to 

different nodes (that are not within mutual radio range), it is possible that a timeslot can 

have more than one format simultaneously in different parts of a NapMap network. 

From a receiving node’s perspective, all timeslot formats are compatible – a 

receiving node must be awake and ready for receiving at the beginning of a timeslot. 

3.3.2. Common Timeslot Elements 

Recall that the NapMap protocol is a slotted protocol with a superframe structure. 

All nodes are synchronized to a common superframe, and individual nodes are 

synchronized to their parents’ clock. However, because of hardware differences, clock 

synchronization is not exact. Differences in timekeeping can cause nodes to have small 

differences in the boundaries of timeslots. To compensate for these differences, the 

protocol defines a fixed guard interval, denoted Tg. If a node is scheduled to listen for or 

receive a packet in timeslot i, then the node must begin listening Tg before the beginning 

of timeslot i. Similarly, any transmissions in a timeslot must be completed Tg before the 

end of that timeslot. 

All NapMap PDUs besides the Beacon PDU require an acknowledgement from 

the receiving node back to the sending node. Acknowledgements are sent immediately 

after reception of a PDU has successfully completed. Since acknowledgements are a 

fixed size, the time to send an acknowledgement is fixed, denoted Tack. If an 

acknowledgement is expected, the node that transmitted the PDU must switch to 

receiving mode and listen for an acknowledgement immediately after the packet 

transmission is complete. Similarly, the node that received the PDU must switch to 
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transmit mode and send an acknowledgement back to the source after packet reception 

is successfully completed. 

3.3.2.1. Application Timeslot Format 

Tx/Rx
Tg

Tack

Transaction

 

 

Figure 3-2: Application Timeslot Format, single transaction 

Application timeslots are used for the transfer of application data PDUs between 

nodes. A transaction is defined as a PDU transmission/reception followed by an 

acknowledgement. Recall that an acknowledgement is only sent upon successful 

transmission and reception of a PDU. The duration of a transaction can vary because 

the size of an application data PDU is application-dependent. However, a single timeslot 

must be long enough to contain a transaction of a maximum-length application data 

PDU, along with a silent guard interval. 

A single application timeslot contains one or more transactions followed by a 

guard interval. The basic application timeslot format, shown in Figure  3-2, contains one 

transaction. The first transaction begins at the start of an application timeslot, so it is the 

transmitting node’s responsibility to be ready for transmission at the beginning of a 

timeslot. If the transaction is completed before the guard interval, the transmitting and 

receiving nodes simply remain silent. 

Tx/Rx
Tg

Tack

Transaction

Tx/Rx Tack

Transaction
 

Figure 3-3: Application Timeslot Format, multiple transactions 

A single application timeslot can contain more than one transaction, provided that 

the final transaction completes before the beginning of the guard interval. Since the 
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transmitting node knows the current time, the size of the packet to be transmitted, and 

Tack, the transmitting node can calculate when the transaction would be completed, and 

therefore can determine if the current timeslot can accommodate an additional 

transaction. There is no limit to the number of transactions performed within a single 

application timeslot, but all transactions must be completed before the beginning of the 

guard interval. For example, if a node is transmitting large application data PDUs, then it 

may only be able to perform one transaction in an application timeslot; but if a node is 

transmitting small application data PDUs, then it may be able to perform many 

transactions in a single application timeslot, as shown in Figure  3-3. However, a node is 

only permitted to begin an additional transaction if the previous transaction was 

completed successfully. If the transmitting node does not successfully receive an 

acknowledgement, then the node cannot perform any additional transactions for the 

remainder of that timeslot, even if the timeslot can accommodate more transactions. 

3.3.2.2. Beacon Timeslot Format 

Broadcast Tx Tg
 

 

Figure 3-4: Beacon Timeslot Format 

The beacon timeslot format, shown in Figure  3-4, contains a period of broadcast 

transmission and reception of a node’s beacon PDU, followed by the guard interval. The 

beacon sending node broadcasts its own beacon at the beginning of the timeslot, but no 

acknowledgement is required because all beacon transmissions are broadcasts. 
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3.3.2.3. OR1 Timeslot Format, Mini-slots 

Tx/Rx Tack Tg0 1 2 ...

 

Figure 3-5: O R1 Timeslot Format 

The PDUs sent during the OR1 timeslots are short compared with the maximum 

length of an application data packet. Since all timeslots are of the same duration, much 

of the OR1 timeslot is wasted as guard interval after the short PDUs are finished 

transferring. The OR1 timeslots are a point of high contention in a NapMap network, 

especially if a node has many children. Additionally, PDUs sent during OR1 timeslots are 

of critical importance to the functioning of a network (network joining and timeslot 

negotiation). Thus, OR1 timeslots have a different format from application timeslots. 

The beginning of an OR1 timeslot is repurposed and divided into (more than one) 

mini-slots.  Each mini-slot is of the same duration. The exact number of mini-slots is an 

operational parameter, but there must be enough time remaining to accommodate the 

largest PDU sent during an OR1 timeslot. The mini-slots are a simple mechanism to 

reduce the probability of collision.  When a node N intends to transmit during a node V’s 

OR1 timeslot, node N randomly chooses one mini-slot and starts listening for other 

transmissions from the beginning of the OR1 timeslot. If no other transmissions are 

detected by the time that node N’s mini-slot has arrived, then node N begins transmitting 

its PDU to node V as usual. However, if another node Q chooses a mini-slot that comes 

before node N’s mini-slot, then Q will begin transmitting to V before N, and N will hear 

Q’s transmission and postpone its own transmission to V. If a node postpones its 

transmission, then it repeats the process at the next superframe. 

The mini-slots are intended to reduce collisions between children, but collisions 

can still occur. If two children are not within mutual radio range, then they will not be able 

to hear each other’s transmissions (an instance of the hidden terminal problem), 

defeating the channel sensing mechanism described in section  3.3.3.2. If two (or more) 

children select the same mini-slot, then their transmissions will collide; this possibility 

can be reduced by having more mini-slots. However, increasing the number of mini-slots 
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forces a node to be awake for a longer time before being able to recognize that an OR1 

timeslot is unused, increasing its energy consumption. 

3.3.2.4. OR2 Timeslot Format, Priority 

Tx/Rx

Delayed Start

TgTack

 

Figure 3-6: OR2 Timeslot Format 

The vast majority of packets sent during a node’s OR2 timeslot are PDUs from 

the node’s parent. However, neighbor nodes can also send packets during a node’s 

OR2 timeslot, potentially colliding with transmissions from the parent. Situations at which 

PDUs can be received from non-parent neighbor nodes during a node’s OR2 timeslot 

will be explained in sections  3.3.4.6 and  3.3.5. 

PDUs from a node’s parent are given priority over PDUs from other nodes, so 

from a parent node’s perspective, its children’s OR2 timeslots have the same format as 

application timeslots (with only one transaction) and transmissions can start at the 

beginning of the timeslot. All other nodes wishing to transmit during a node’s OR2 

timeslot must start their transmissions after a short delay. If a node hears another 

transmission during this delay, then the node must postpone its own transmission 

because the parent is transmitting. If a node is forced to postpone its transmission, then 

the node repeats the process at the next superframe. 

3.3.3. Collision/ Failure Resolution 

Collisions are detrimental to every aspect of network performance, possibly 

causing retransmissions and/or more protocol messages. Additionally, since the 

NapMap protocol operates on wireless networks, perfect identification and detection of 

collisions is not available, so not much can be done about them. The main collision 

avoidance technique is the timely distribution of neighborhood maps, causing each node 

to have an accurate awareness of its neighborhood’s timeslot assignments. Much effort 
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is spent on nodes listening and notifying each other of their timeslot assignments so that 

collisions can be avoided by correct scheduling. 

3.3.3.1. Exponential Backoff 

Despite the best efforts distributing neighborhood maps, collisions and lost 

packets are inevitable, thus, the NapMap protocol has a provision for retrying 

transmissions. The details have not been well defined yet, but when a collision is 

detected (if possible, otherwise a lost packet can be considered a collided packet) the 

transmitting node may attempt to retry after executing a binary exponential backoff. The 

maximum backoff duration is an operational parameter, but it is important to note that 

the backoffs occur over superframes, so the collision resolution process may take many 

minutes. If a collision occurs during a node’s application timeslot, a backoff and retry 

may not be necessary if the node is able to successfully transmit its application data in 

other application timeslots. 

3.3.3.2. Carrier Sense 

As described in the OR1 and OR2 timeslot format sections ( 3.3.2.3 and  3.3.2.4), 

to help reduce collisions, nodes can be required to sense the channel for a short time 

before transmitting. The duration of sensing may be random (OR1 case), providing jitter 

to the start of transmission. This jitter is intentional, so that two neighboring nodes 

scheduled to transmit during the same timeslot will not collide. Ideally, one node will start 

transmitting slightly before the other, allowing the other node to sense the transmission 

and avoid the collision. 

Carrier sensing was motivated by the question of “why intentionally cause a 

collision if it can be knowingly avoided?” Carrier sensing reduces collisions, but it does 

not eliminate them (a collision can still occur if two hidden nodes attempt to transmit to 

the middle node during the same timeslot). 

If a node senses a busy channel, then the node cancels the transmission and 

may optionally try again at the next superframe (if necessary). A backoff is not required 

because before transmitting at the next superframe, the node will carrier sense again, so 

there is no harm in not backing off. 
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Carrier sensing could be employed for every timeslot, but this might cause an 

excessive performance decrease because time spent sensing the channel takes away 

from time that could be spent transmitting data. Furthermore, in the ideal case, collisions 

in application timeslots should never happen because of proper notification from the 

neighborhood maps. 

3.3.3.3. Failure Counters 

Many operations in the NapMap protocol require a two-way handshake between 

pairs of nodes. At the most basic level, transmitting a single packet requires an 

acknowledgement from the receiver back to the sender. At a slightly higher level, joining 

a network requires a two-way negotiation between the new node and its potential parent, 

as described in section  3.3.5. After joining a network, a node is required to negotiate a 

reserved timeslot before it can transmit an application data packet, as described in 

section  3.3.8. 

Besides these two-way handshakes, it is expected that every node will transmit 

its beacon once per superframe. The beacon transmissions must be reliable and can act 

as a node’s heartbeat and as a good indication of the link quality between two nodes. 

Although roughly defined and certainly an advanced issue, a node can keep 

counters of various failures and error events, such as missed acknowledgements, 

missed response PDUs, and missed beacons. Long strings of consecutive failures can 

be indicative of larger failures in the network, and a node could take corrective actions 

such as changing its parent node or considering a neighbor node as failed. 

3.3.4. Neighborhood Map 

3.3.4.1. Assignment Index Definitions 

The following definitions are described from the perspective of a node denoted 

by N.  Recall that a particular assignment index represents node N’s perception of how 

the timeslot has been assigned in its neighborhood; it is possible that this perception 

differs among the nodes in the same neighborhood and it is possible that this perception 

is incorrect (i.e. the actual timeslot assignment is different from a node’s perception).  
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Recall that we denote by MN(f,i) the assignment index of the ith slot during the fth 

superframe in node N’s neighborhood map. 

In the current protocol version, an assignment index can be one of the integer 

values {0,1,2,3,4}. Each of these integer values in MN(f,i) of node N’s neighborhood map 

indicates specific (unique) information about the ith timeslot’s assignment from node N’s 

point of view. Node N perceives timeslot i of superframe f to be unassigned in its 

neighborhood if MN(f,i) = 0. Timeslot i of superframe f is assigned to node N if MN(f,i) = 4 

or MN(f,i) = 2.  In a given superframe, it is possible for a timeslot to be simultaneously 

assigned to more than one node in a neighborhood. But among the nodes in a 

neighborhood, some combinations of assignment indexes are conflicts and could lead to 

collisions, whereas other combinations of assignment indexes should be collision-free. 

The combinations that are conflicts are explained in section  3.3.4.6, and some 

combinations that should be collision-free are explained in section  3.3.4.5. 

Assignment index = 4: MN(f,i) = 4 indicates that node N has been assigned this 

timeslot for transmitting or receiving a control message. 

As described in section  3.2.4.5, a node uses its beacon control timeslot to 

transmit its beacon PDU, its OR1 control timeslot to receive PDUs from its children, and 

its OR2 timeslot to receive PDUs from its parent. An assignment index value of 4 does 

not specify for which type of control timeslot that the timeslot is being used. If MN(f,i) = 4, 

then node N could be transmitting or receiving a control message in timeslot i. 

Assignment index = 3 generally indicates that this timeslot has been assigned 

as a neighbor node’s control timeslot. For example, MN(f,i) = 3 indicates that node N 

perceives timeslot i as assigned to some node V in node N’s neighborhood, for node V 

to transmit or receive a control message. 

Similar to assignment index value of 4, an assignment index value of 3 does not 

indicate for which type of control timeslot that a neighbor node is using the timeslot. 

Therefore, if MN(f,i) = 3, then node N could be transmitting or receiving in timeslot i. If 

timeslot i is being used as node V’s beacon timeslot, then node N could be receiving 

node V’s beacon PDU in the timeslot. Otherwise, timeslot i is being used as node V’s 
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OR1 or OR2 timeslot, and node N could be transmitting a control PDU to node V in the 

timeslot. 

Assignment index = 2 indicates that this timeslot has been assigned as a 

node’s own reserved timeslot. For example, MN(f,i) = 2 indicates that timeslot i in 

superframe f is reserved for node N to transmit or receive application data. MN(f,i) = 2 

does not specify whether node N is scheduled to transmit or receive data. If node N was 

granted permission to transmit its application data in timeslot i, then MN(f,i) = 2 and node 

N could be transmitting a PDU to its parent in the timeslot. If node N has granted 

permission to its child node V to use timeslot i, then MN(f,i) = 2 and node N could be 

receiving a PDU from its child (node V) in the timeslot. The procedure for establishing 

application timeslot assignments is described in section  3.3.8. 

Assignment index = 1 generally indicates that this timeslot has already been 

assigned to another node, and cannot currently be assigned to this node without causing 

a conflict. For example, MN(f,i) = 1 indicates the following possibilities in node N’s 

perception: 

• Timeslot i is an application timeslot reserved for some neighbor node V, and 
this reservation does not involve node N. This situation is illustrated in Figure 
 3-9. (Note that if nodes N and V are adjacent2 and both nodes have assigned 
timeslot i as their own reserved timeslot to communicate with each other, then 
node N’s assignment index is supposed to be 2 instead of 1.) 

or,  

• Timeslot i has been assigned to some node K as its own control timeslot, 
where node K is not within node N’s neighborhood but is within node V’s 
neighborhood for some node V that is also a neighbor of node N. (Note that if 
node K were also a neighbor of node N and had assigned timeslot i as its own 
control timeslot, then node N’s assignment index would supposed to be 3 
instead of 1. This situation is shown in Figure  3-11.) 

 
2
 Recall that adjacent means that the two nodes are in a parent-child relationship. 
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MN(f,i) = 1 indicates to node N that N’s transmission in timeslot i can cause a 

collision. For example, in Figure  3-9 node N is a neighbor to node V and node V has 

established a reserved timeslot with node K. A transmission by node N in timeslot i could 

collide with a transmission by node V (if V is the child of K), or it could prevent node V 

from receiving a transmission by node K (if V is the parent of K). For another example, in 

Figure  3-10, node N is a neighbor to node V and node V is a neighbor to node K, but 

node K is not a neighbor of node N. A transmission by node N in timeslot i could prevent 

successful transfer of a packet between node V and node K if timeslot i is node K’s OR1 

or OR2 timeslot. Recall that packet transmissions in OR1 or OR2 timeslots require 

acknowledgements from the receiver back to the sender; node N’s transmission would 

not affect node K’s reception of node V’s packet, but node N’s transmission could collide 

with node K’s acknowledgement back to node V. If instead timeslot i is node K’s beacon 

timeslot, then node N’s transmission could prevent node V from receiving a transmission 

by node K. 

Assignment index = 0 generally indicates that this timeslot can be newly 

assigned to the node. Particularly, MN(f,i) = 0 indicates that none of node N’s neighbors 

has been assigned timeslot i as a control or application timeslot (i.e., indicating that no 

neighbor node, denoted V, has MV(f,i) = 4 or MV(f,i) = 2), and that node N can thus 

request this timeslot for its own control or application timeslot. Furthermore, MN(f,i) = 0 

indicates that none of node N’s neighbors’ neighbors have been assigned timeslot i as a 

control timeslot (otherwise, MN(f,i) would supposed to be 1 instead of 0). If some 

neighbor node V has MV(f,i) = 4, 3, or 2, then MN(f,i) would not be supposed to be 0. 

An assignment index of 0 allows a node to request an assignment (e.g., to its 

parent during normal operations or to its potential parent when joining the network) for 

that timeslot. Depending on the assignment, the node could use the timeslot to transmit 

or receive. 

Figure  3-7 and Figure  3-8 are snapshots of assignment index combinations that 

do not result in collisions. These figures illustrate the basic assignment index definitions, 

along with the normal update rules which will be explained in section  3.3.4.2. Figure  3-9  

and Figure  3-10 illustrate the two cases for assignment index = 1. 
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A
MA(f,i)=2

B
MB(f,i)=1

C
MC(f,i)=0

 

Figure 3-7: Normal Update Rules for Three Nodes, Application Timeslot 

Assignment. MA(f,i) = 2: timeslot i has been assigned as node A’s 
own reserved timeslot. MB(f,i) = 1: timeslot i is a reserved timeslot of 
node B’s neighbor (i.e. node A). MC(f,i) = 0: node C can request 
timeslot i for its own control or application timeslot  (Although node 
C cannot transmit to node B, it can transmit to another neighbor 
with assignment index = 0.) 

 

A
MA(f,i)=4

B
MB(f,i)=3

C
MC(f,i)=1

D
MD(f,i)=0

 

Figure 3-8: Normal Update Rules for Four Nodes, Control Timeslot Assignment 

MA(f,i) = 4: timeslot i has been assigned as node A’s own control 
timeslot. MB(f,i) = 3: timeslot i has been assigned as a control 
timeslot of node B’s neighbor (i.e. node A). MC(f,i) = 1: timeslot i is a 
control timeslot of node C’s neighbor’s neighbor (i.e. node A). MD(f,i) 
= 0: node D can request this timeslot for its own control or 
application timeslot  (Although node D cannot transmit to node C, it 
can transmit to another neighbor with assignment index = 0.) 
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K
MK(f,i)=2

V
MV(f,i)=2

N
MN(f,i)=1

 

Figure 3-9: MN(f,i) = 1, First Possibility. Timeslot i is a reserved timeslot of some 

neighbor node V, and this reservation does not involve node N 

K
MK(f,i)=4

V
MV(f,i)=3

N
MN(f,i)=1

 

Figure 3-10: MN(f,i) = 1, Second Possibility. This timeslot has been assigned to 

some node K as its own control timeslot, where  node K is not within 
node N’s neighborhood but is within node V’s neighborhood for 
some node V that is a neighbor of node N. 

K
MK(f,i)=4

V
MV(f,i)=3

N
MN(f,i)=3
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Figure 3-11: MN(f,i) = 3. This timeslot has been assigned as a control timeslot of 

node K, where K is a neighbor of node N.  Note that this case is not 
the second possibility of assignment index =1. 

3.3.4.2. Normal Update Rules 

A NapMap network is dynamic, and as such, the neighborhood map (NM) must 

be updated and maintained to reflect the changing environment. A node does not exist in 

isolation, and its neighbors’ actions become reflected in its own NM. Each node N is 

required to store and update its own neighborhood map, denoted MN. Initially, all entries 

in a node’s NM are set to 0. During normal network operations, a node updates its NM in 

response to its actions and in response to receiving a neighbor’s NM. Neighborhood 

maps are primarily received via neighbors’ beacon PDUs, but a node can also receive a 

NM in other PDUs. 

In the following cases, a node is able to immediately update its own NM: 

When a node, say node N, first successfully joins the network, node N decides 

what timeslots of the superframe will be node N’s control timeslots and sets the 

assignment indexes of its control timeslots to 4. The network joining procedure is 

explained in section  3.3.5. 

When node N grants a reserved timeslot to its child, node N sets the assignment 

index of the reserved timeslot to 2 in its neighborhood map, MN. When a node, say node 

V, is granted a reserved timeslot from its parent, node V sets the assignment index of 

the reserved timeslot to 2 in its neighborhood map, MV. The requesting and granting of 

application timeslot assignments is explained in section  3.3.8. 

Under certain circumstances, a parent node may want to rescind previous 

reservations granted to a child node. An example of such circumstance is detecting a 

conflicting reservation. Another example would be the parent’s packet buffer overflowing 

or its available buffer space being close to 0, which prompts the parent to reduce the 

incoming traffic (congestion control). To cancel a previous reservation, a parent node 

sends a cancellation PDU to its child, described in section  3.3.9.1. When node N sends 

a cancellation message to its child, node N sets the assignment indexes of the former 

reserved timeslots to 0. Similarly, when a node V receives a cancellation message from 

its parent, node V sets the assignment indexes of the former reserved timeslots to 0. 
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In the NapMap protocol, child nodes are responsible for requesting application 

timeslots as needed, and child nodes are also primarily responsible for cancelling 

reservations when they are no longer needed. When node N receives a cancellation 

message from its child (see section  3.3.9.2), node N sets the assignment indexes of the 

former reserved timeslots to 0. Similarly, when a node V sends a cancellation message 

to its parent, node V sets the assignment indexes of the former reserved timeslots to 0. 

A node is required to transmit its own neighborhood map via its own beacon 

PDU; a node is required to receive its neighbors’ neighborhood maps by selectively 

listening to their beacons; and a node is required to update its own neighborhood map 

whenever another neighborhood map is received. Through these cooperative actions of 

nodes, the effects of timeslot assignments are propagated throughout the network. 

Assume that a node N has assigned timeslot i as its own control timeslot, setting its 

assignment index for timeslot i to 4. Through the beaconing, receiving, and updating 

processes described above, information about node N’s assignment index for timeslot i 

will travel to node N’s neighbors and could cause changes in the NM of node N’s 

neighbors. Subsequently, node N’s neighbor V will send its updated NM to its neighbors, 

and the NMs of node V’s neighbors will be affected by the new values of node V’s NM, 

etc. Since the NapMap protocol allows for spatial timeslot reuse, nodes that are 

sufficiently distant from node N should be able to assign timeslot i for their own use, 

independent of node N’s assignment. Propagation of information about node N’s 

assignment index for timeslot i may modify the assignment index for timeslot i in the 

other nodes’ neighborhood maps. The assignment index modification procedure (which 

will be described later in this section by equation (1)) ensures that an assignment index 

for timeslot i in the neighborhood map of some node M becomes zero if M is sufficiently 

distant from node N, and hence timeslot i can be assigned for node M’s own use (recall 

that assignment index = 0 indicates that node M can request this timeslot for its own 

control or application timeslot). According to the assignment index definitions in section 

 3.3.4.1, any new timeslot assignments for a node first require that those timeslots have 

assignment index = 0 in the node’s own NM. Therefore, timeslot i cannot be assigned to 

any other node unless the propagated information about node N’s assignment index is 

appropriately modified. 
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Let us consider two neighboring nodes, N and V. Each node contains and 

updates its own NM, MN and MV respectively. Suppose node V transmits its 

neighborhood map (MVf) for superframe f, and it is received by node N. For expository 

purposes, we denote by rN,Vf the message of MVf received at node N. We are making 

this notational distinction between MVf and rN,Vf because the channel can introduce bit 

errors. At the instant of successful, error-free reception, rN,Vf should be identical to MVf. 

Upon receiving node V’s NM, node N updates its own neighborhood map (MN) by 

considering each assignment index separately and performing the following procedure 

for each assignment index i: 

MN(f,i) := max[  MN(f,i), u(rN,V(f,i))  ], i=1,2,..,256         (1) 

where function u( ) is defined as u(4)=3, u(3)=1, u(2)=1, u(1)=0, u(0)=0. 

After performing this procedure for each assignment index i, the received NM 

rN,Vf is discarded and the NM update process for node N (MN) is complete. The above 

update rules apply after a node has successfully joined the network. Prior to joining, 

slightly different NM update rules are used, described in section  3.3.5.7. 

On the assignment index update procedure 

Plausible reasoning for the index update rule will be provided in this section. Let 

us recall that control timeslots are meant to be assigned for the lifetime of a node, 

whereas application timeslots are granted and released by a node as part of normal 

network operations. It is relatively difficult to alter a control timeslot assignment, but it is 

relatively easy to alter an application timeslot assignment. Accordingly, timeslot 

assignment negotiations should minimize modifications to control timeslots in 

comparison to modifications to application timeslots. The max [ ] operator only allows an 

assignment index to be replaced with an equal or greater assignment index. According 

to the meaning of assignment index values in section  3.3.4.1, the lowest assignment 

index corresponds to an unassigned timeslot, the assignment index for an application 

timeslot assignment is higher, and the assignment index for a control timeslot 

assignment has an even higher value. Thus, the max [] operator, in concert with the 

conflict resolution rules (described in section  3.3.4.6), effectively prioritizes control 

timeslot assignments over application timeslot assignments. 
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The design of function u() and update rule (1) were motivated by the intention to 

allow for spatial timeslot reuse and to avoid conflicting timeslot assignments. Section 

 3.3.4.4 illustrates how this update rule allows for spatial reuse of timeslots. Table  3-1- 

Table  3-5 enumerates all possible events of assignment index updates. 

Enumeration of assignment index updates 

Consider two neighboring nodes, N and V. Suppose that node V transmits its NM 

at superframe f, and it is received by node N. The following tables describe the effect of 

the update rule (1) on a single assignment index for timeslot i. In each table, the value of 

rN,V(f,i) is fixed, the “Pre” column indicates the value of MN(f,i) immediately prior to 

receiving node V’s NM, the “Post” column indicates the updated value of MN(f,i) in 

accordance with (1), and the last column describes the information indicated to node N 

by the received NM. Any conflicts are referred to section  3.3.4.6 for detailed explanation.  

Table 3-1: Assignment index updates for rN,V(f,i) = 4 

rN,V(f,i) = 4,  
u(rN,V(f,i)) = u(4) = 3 

Pre Post Indications to node N 

4 4 Conflict. Node N has assigned timeslot i to be its own control timeslot. Value rN,V(f,i) = 4 indicates 
that timeslot i has been assigned to node V also. Both nodes are within the radio range of each 
other. 

3 3 Possible conflict. Node N is already aware of some neighbor node that has assigned timeslot i 
as its own control timeslot. If this neighbor node is node V, there is no conflict; if this neighbor 
node is not node V, then there is a conflict between node V and the other node. 

2 3 Conflict. Node N has assigned timeslot i to be its own application timeslot, but timeslot i has also 
been assigned as node V’s control timeslot. 

1 3 Possible subsequent conflict. There is no immediate conflict, but the next beacon received from 
node V will result in the Pre=3, Post=3 case described in this table. 

0 3 Upon receiving rN,V(f,i)=4, node N is aware that node V has been assigned timeslot i for 
transmitting or receiving control messages, i.e. node N perceives timeslot i to be node V’s 
control timeslot. 

 

Table 3-2: Assignment index updates for rN,V(f,i) = 3 

rN,V(f,i) = 3 
u(rN,V(f,i)) = u(3) = 1 
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Pre Post   Indications to node N 

4 4 Possible conflict. Since node N has assigned timeslot i as its own control timeslot, and since 
node V receives node N’s beacon, node V will set timeslot i’s assignment index to 3; eventually, 
this value will be received by node N. If node N is the only neighbor of node V that has assigned 
timeslot i as its control timeslot, there is no conflict. However, it is possible that another neighbor 
node of V has also assigned timeslot i as its own control timeslot, resulting in a conflict between 
node N and this other node. 

3 3 Possible conflict. This is similar to the Pre=4,Post=4 case described above in this table. If nodes 
N and V have two (or more) neighbors that have assigned timeslot i as their own control timeslot, 
then there is a conflict. 

2 1 Conflict. Node N has assigned timeslot i to be its own application timeslot, but timeslot i has also 
been assigned as node V’s neighbor’s control timeslot. 

1 1 Pre = 1 indicates that node N had already perceived that another node was assigned timeslot i, 
node N does not infer any new information. 

0 1 Upon receiving rN,V(f,i) = 3, node N is aware that node V perceives that one of node V’s 
neighbors has been assigned timeslot i for transmitting or receiving control messages. Post = 1 
(the updated value of MN(f,i) = 1) indicates that node N cannot request assignment of timeslot i. 

 

Table 3-3: Assignment index updates for rN,V(f,i) = 2 

rN,V(f,i) = 2 
(u(rN,V(f,i)) = u(2) = 1) 

Pre Post Indications to node N 

4 4 Conflict. Node N has assigned timeslot i as its own control timeslot, but timeslot i has also been 
assigned as node V’s application timeslot. 

3 3 Conflict. A neighbor of node N has assigned timeslot i as its own control timeslot, but timeslot i 
has also been assigned as node V’s application timeslot. 

2 2 Possible Conflict. If node N and node V are adjacent and have established timeslot i as a 
reserved timeslot, then both nodes will have assignment index = 2 for timeslot i and there is no 
conflict. However, if nodes N and V have both established timeslot i as a reserved timeslot with 
other nodes, then there is a conflict. 

1 1 Pre = 1 indicates that node N had already perceived that another node was assigned timeslot i, 
node N does not infer any new information. 

0 1 Upon receiving rN,V(f,i) = 2, node N is aware that node V has been assigned timeslot i for 
transmitting or receiving application data messages. Post = 1 indicates that node N cannot 
request assignment of timeslot i. 
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Table 3-4: Assignment index updates for rN,V(f,i) = 1 

rN,V(f,i) = 1 
(u(rN,V(f,i)) = u(1) = 0) 

Pre Post Indications to node N 

4 4 Node N does not infer any new information. 

3 3 Node N does not infer any new information. 

2 2 Node N does not infer any new information. 

1 1 Node N does not infer any new information. 

0 0 Node N does not infer any new information. 

 

Table 3-5: Assignment index updates for rN,V(f,i) = 0 

rN,V(f,i) = 0 
(u(rN,V(f,i)) = u(0) = 0) 

Pre Post Indications to node N 

4 4 Node N does not infer any new information. 

3 3 Node N does not infer any new information. 

2 2 Node N does not infer any new information. 

1 1 Node N does not infer any new information. 

0 0 Node N does not infer any new information. 

 

3.3.4.3. Typical Operation, Revisited in detail 

In this section, we revisit the example illustrated in Figure  3-1 to show how nodes 

use their NM contents and the normal update rules to achieve the delivery of an 

application data packet to the root node, which serves as the data sink. Consider the 

following example network scenario, shown in Figure  3-12, where nodes A, B, and C are 

part of a network: 
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A B C

 

Figure 3-12: Example network showing typical operation of the NapMap Protocol 

• A is the node that serves as the data sink. Node B has joined the network at 
node A, and node C has joined at node B, therefore node A is the parent of 
node B, and node B is the parent of node C. 

• Nodes A, B, and C have all been assigned their respective control timeslots, 
and there are no collisions between the control timeslots. The procedure for 
assigning control timeslots is explained in section  3.3.5.1 as part of the 
network joining procedure.  When a node joins the network, it is informed of its 
parent’s control timeslots (beacon, OR1, and OR2). 

• Node B is listening to beacons from node A and node C is listening to beacons 
from node B. Each node is required to be awake in its parent’s beacon 
timeslot.  Recall that a node’s beacon contains the indexes of the node’s own 
control timeslots (beacon, OR1, and OR2), in addition to the node’s NM. 

• C wants to send an application data packet, so C needs to reserve a timeslot 
for its data transmission.  In order to reserve a timeslot for data transmission, 
C first sends a request to B (in B’s OR1 timeslot) containing some proposed 
timeslots. Node C’s proposed timeslots must be unassigned in its own 
neighborhood map. Hence, C selects its own proposed timeslots from the 
timeslots with assignment indexes = 0 in its NM. If timeslot i is a proposed 
timeslot of node C at superframe f, then MC(f,i) = 0. In this example, C 
proposes timeslots {7, 12} to B, which implies that MC(f,7) = 0 and MC(f,12) = 
0. 

• At superframe g (g >= f), B receives the request from C which includes C’s 
proposed timeslots {7, 12}. In order to have collision-free communication 
between nodes C and B, any new reserved timeslots must also be unassigned 
in the neighborhood of node B. So node B examines the assignment indexes 
of timeslots {7} and {12} in its own NM. In this example, suppose that MB(g,7) 
= 0 and MB(g,12) = 4 – timeslot {7} is unassigned but timeslot {12} has already 
been assigned as node B’s own control timeslot. Therefore, node B only 
validates the proposed timeslot {7} and replies to C (in C’s OR2 timeslot) at 
superframe h (h >= g). 

• Nodes B and C update their respective neighborhood maps (MC(h,7) = 2 and 
MB(h,7) = 2). Now B and C have established reserved timeslot {7}. 
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• C transmits the application data packet to B during the reserved timeslot {7} at 
superframe j (j >= h). 

• A receives B’s beacon at superframe k (k > j). MA(k,7) = 0 and rA,B(k,7) = 2 so 
according to the normal update rules, MA(k,7) = 1. 

• MA(k,7) = 1 indicates that timeslot {7} cannot be assigned as A’s control 
timeslot or application timeslot (which avoids any possible collision with C’s 
transmission to B).     

• Node B now has to forward the data packet to A, so at superframe l (l >= k), B 
sends a timeslot request to A (in A’s OR1 timeslot) containing proposed 
timeslots {5, 14} (implying MB(l,5) = 0 and MB(l,14) = 0). Note that MB(l,7) = 2 
because of the reserved timeslot between B and C, so B does not select 
timeslot {7} as its proposed timeslot. 

• At superframe m (m >= l), node A receives the request from B which includes 
B’s proposed timeslots {5, 14}. In this example, suppose MA(m,5) = 0 and 
MA(m,14) = 0, so both timeslots are unassigned in node A’s neighborhood. 
However, node B only requests one timeslot, so node A decides to validate 
only the proposed timeslot {5} and replies to B (in B’s OR2 timeslot) at 
superframe n (n >= m). Now A and B have established a reserved timeslot {5} 
and their neighborhood maps have been updated to MA(n,5) = 2 and MB(n,5) = 
2. 

• At this point, nodes A and B have established a reserved timeslot {5}, and 
nodes B and C have established a reserved timeslot {7}. The reserved 
timeslot between A-B (timeslot 5) is different from the reserved timeslot 
between B-C (timeslot 7) because B is involved in both of these 
communications, thus B will not request that its transmission to A be in the 
same timeslot that it has already granted to C. 

• B transmits the application data packet (originally from C) to A during the 
reserved timeslot {5}. 

• With no further application packets to transmit, C cancels its reserved timeslot 
{7} by sending a message to B (during B’s OR1 timeslot).  In response, both C 
and B update their respective neighborhood maps to MC(p,7) = 0 and MB(p,7) 
= 0 (p >= n). Similarly, B then cancels its reserved timeslot {5} with A by 
sending a message to A (during A’s OR1 timeslot), and so B and A update 
their own neighborhood maps to MA(q,5) = 0 and MB(q,5) = 0 (q >= p). 

3.3.4.4. Spatial Timeslot Reuse 

Recall that the NapMap protocol performs cooperative distributed scheduling of 

timeslots and allows for spatial timeslot reuse. From the assignment index definitions, 

recall that any new timeslot assignments for a node first require that those timeslots 

have assignment index = 0 in the node’s own NM. When a timeslot is assigned to a 

node, the assignment index corresponding to that timeslot is greater than 0 in that 

node’s own NM. The function u() in the normal update rules is responsible for gradually 
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transitioning the assignment index back to 0 so that the timeslot can also be assigned to 

other nodes. Spatial timeslot reuse for control timeslots is illustrated in Figure  3-13 and 

for application timeslots in Figure  3-14. 

Recall that adjacent nodes (those in a parent-child relationship) exchange control 

PDUs in their OR1 and OR2 timeslots. Additionally, as explained in section  3.3.6, a child 

node must listen for its parent’s beacon in its parent’s beacon timeslot. Furthermore, as 

explained in section  3.3.7, nodes must listen for their neighbors’ beacons in their 

neighbors’ beacon timeslots. Lastly, as explained in sections  3.3.4.6 and  3.3.5.1, non-

adjacent neighbors may occasionally exchange control PDUs in their OR1 and OR2 

timeslots. Therefore, a node’s own control timeslots are also important to all of the 

node’s neighbors, and reuse of control timeslot assignments must also consider the 

neighbors’ neighborhoods. 

Consider the example shown in Figure  3-13. Initially, timeslot i is assigned to 

node A as a control timeslot, so MA(f,i) = 4. Initially, the other nodes are unaware of node 

A’s assignment for timeslot i, so the other nodes’ assignment indexes for timeslot i are 

zero. During normal network operations, all of the nodes will transmit their beacons and 

will receive beacons from their neighbors. By exchanging beacons and performing the 

normal update rules, the other nodes will become aware of node A’s control timeslot 

assignment. Upon receiving node A’s NM at superframe g (g >= f), node B updates the 

assignment index for timeslot i in its own neighborhood map, so MB(g,i) = 3.  

Subsequently, node C updates its own NM upon receiving node B’s NM, hence MC(h,i) = 

1 (h >= g). However, because u(1) = 0, when node D receives node C’s updated NM 

(MC(h,i) = 1), node D’s assignment index for timeslot i will remain at zero. Therefore, 

node E’s assignment index for timeslot i will also remain at zero. Figure  3-13 shows the 

assignment indexes for each node at superframe h; with no additional timeslot 

assignments, further exchanges of beacons will not alter these assignment indexes. 

Although timeslot i has been assigned to node A as a control timeslot, nodes D and E 

can also request assignment of this timeslot because their assignment indexes are zero.  

This example illustrates spatial timeslot reuse given a control timeslot assignment. 
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A

MA(h,i)=4

B

MB(h,i)=3

C

MC(h,i)=1

D

MD(h,i)=0

E
ME(h,i)=0

 

Figure 3-13: Spatial Timeslot Reuse for control timeslot 

Consider the example shown in Figure  3-14, depicting application timeslot reuse.  

Nodes N and A are in a parent-child relationship, with node N being the parent of node 

A, depicted by the solid line. Initially, nodes N and A establish an application timeslot 

reservation for timeslot i, so MN(f,i) = MA(f,i) = 2. Initially, the other nodes are unaware of 

node A’s assignment for timeslot i, so the other nodes’ assignment indexes for timeslot i 

are zero. During normal network operations, all of the nodes will transmit their beacons 

and will receive beacons from their neighbors. By exchanging beacons and performing 

the normal update rules, the other nodes will become aware of node A’s application 

timeslot assignment. Upon receiving node A’s NM at superframe g (g >= f), node B 

updates the assignment index for timeslot i in its own neighborhood map, so MB(g,i) = 1.  

Because u(1) = 0, when node C receives node B’s updated NM (MB(h,i) = 1) at 

superframe h (h >= g), node C’s assignment index for timeslot i will remain at zero. 

Therefore, node D’s assignment index for timeslot i will also remain at zero.  Figure  3-14 

shows the assignment indexes for each node at superframe h; with no additional 

timeslot assignments, further exchanges of beacons will not alter these assignment 

indexes. Although timeslot i has been assigned to node A as an application timeslot, 

nodes C and D can also request assignment of this timeslot because their assignment 

indexes are zero. This example illustrates spatial timeslot reuse given an application 

timeslot assignment. 
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N

MN(h,i)=2

A

MA(h,i)=2

B

MB(h,i)=1

C

MC(h,i)=0

D

MD(h,i)=0

 

Figure 3-14: Spatial Timeslot Reuse for application timeslot 

3.3.4.5. Assignment Index Operational Properties 

The neighborhood map is used to convey information about timeslot 

assignments, and the assignment index values provide the meaning. By examining the 

assignment indexes of all nodes within a neighborhood, operational errors (conflicts) can 

be recognized and qualitative statements can be made about the health of the NapMap 

network. 

For correct operation of a NapMap network, each node should have exclusive 

access to its own control timeslots. Therefore, at most one node per neighborhood 

should have assignment index = 4 for a given timeslot.  

Suppose that a node N with MN(f,i) = 0 receives a neighbor node V’s NM 

containing assignment index = 4 for a given timeslot i (i.e. rN,V(f,i) = 4).  From section 

 3.3.4.2, node N updates its NM by setting assignment index = 3 for timeslot i (MN(f,i) = 

3). If node V has k neighbors (including node N), then in V’s neighborhood, there are k 

nodes that should have assignment index = 3 for each of node V’s control timeslots. 

Therefore, it is normal behavior for many nodes in the same neighborhood to have 

assignment index = 3 for a given timeslot. 

Recall that when an application timeslot i is reserved by node N, node N can 

either transmit or receive application data PDUs in that timeslot, depending on whether 

node N is a child or parent node for that reservation. Since a reserved timeslot involves 

two nodes (child and parent), where one node can transmit to another node during the 

timeslot, it is normal behavior for exactly two nodes per neighborhood to have 
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assignment index = 2 for a given timeslot (the child node will be using the timeslot for 

transmission, and the parent will be using the timeslot for reception). In other words, 

when node N reserves timeslot i for application data transmission to its parent (which is 

denoted by p(n)), then MN(f,i) = 2 and Mp(N)(f,i) = 2. 

A node N having assignment index = 0 for a timeslot i in its neighborhood map 

implies that timeslot i can potentially be assigned to node N, but this does not 

necessarily imply that node N can obtain an assignment for timeslot i to communicate 

with some or all of its neighbors. For example, consider two neighboring nodes N and V: 

from section  3.3.4.2, it is permissible for MN(f,i) = 0 and MV(f,i) = 1. In this situation, node 

N cannot obtain an assignment for timeslot i to communicate with node V because 

timeslot i cannot be assigned to node V. The importance of this example will be 

explained in section  3.3.4.7. Logically extending the example with nodes N and V, it is 

possible for MN(f,i) = 0 and MK(f,i) = 1 for all of node N’s neighbor nodes K. In this 

extreme situation, node N can request an assignment for timeslot i (because MN(f,i) = 0), 

but none of node N’s neighbors will grant N’s request (because all MK(f,i) = 1). 

An assignment index in a node’s NM must have a value at all times. By default, 

all assignment indexes are initialized to value zero (described in section  3.3.5.1) – a 

node assumes that a timeslot is unassigned until it is notified otherwise (by its own 

actions or by receiving a neighbor’s NM). Because neighborhood map distribution is not 

instantaneous (recall that beacons only occur once per superframe for each node), it is 

possible that for a given timeslot, a node N has assignment index = 0 in its 

neighborhood map while a neighbor node V has assignment index > 1 in its 

neighborhood map. These inconsistencies between the neighborhood maps of nodes 

within the same neighborhood are not fatal errors because any new timeslot assignment 

(new application timeslot reservation or new node joining) must be approved by another 

node. Any new timeslot assignment requires assignment index = 0 in the sending node’s 

NM and all receiving node’s NMs, and this is enforced through the network joining 

procedure (section  3.3.5) and the application timeslot negotiation procedure (section 

 3.3.8). 
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3.3.4.6. Timeslot Assignment Conflict Detection and Resolutions 

Recall that a conflict is said to occur when two or more nodes have a single 

timeslot assigned for different purposes (transmitting/receiving some PDUs such as 

beacon, request, response, application data packet, ACK) that could result in a packet 

collision3. The NapMap protocol relies on timely NM and LON (List of Neighbors) 

distribution (primarily through beaconing) to detect these conflicts. When a node 

receives a NM, the node processes the received NM according to the normal update 

rules (section  3.3.4.2). During this element-wise processing, a node compares the 

assignment index from its own NM with the assignment index of the received NM, and 

specific combinations of assignment indexes indicate conflicts between the NM-receiving 

node and the NM-sending node. If any conflicts between the NM-sending node and NM-

receiving node are identified, the NM-receiving node performs the corresponding conflict 

resolution steps, which will be defined in this section. The conflict detection rules only 

require information saved locally to a node, together with a received NM and LON (list of 

neighbors) from a neighboring node. By applying the conflict detection rules, a NM-

receiving node is able to identify any and all conflicts that currently exist between itself 

and the NM-sending node (clearly NM-sending node is one of the neighbors of the NM-

receiving node). As a node receives beacons from each of its neighbors over time, a 

node is able to identify any and all conflicts in which it may be involved.  

As observed from the discussion of the assignment index update procedure 

(section  3.3.4.2) that changing a control time slot assignment is relatively difficult  in 

comparison to changing an application timeslot assignment, and that control timeslots 

have priority over application timeslots in any conflicts. This priority handling is 

implemented by the conflict resolution steps defined in this section. 

 

 
3
 Recall that the NapMap protocol is not collision-free, and two or more nodes may have a single 

timeslot assigned for the same purpose that could result in a packet collision. An example 
could be two child nodes (siblings) attempting to transmit during their parent's OR1 timeslot.  
These situations are not considered conflicts and are further discussed in section 3.2.4.3. 
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The situations described in the following subsections address an event that node 

N receives a NM and LON from its neighbor node, V, and focus on node N's perception 

about the assignment of timeslot i in its neighborhood. The conflict detection rules and 

resolution procedures are all described from the perspective of node N. The assignment 

index from node N’s NM is denoted MN(f,i) and the assignment index from the received 

NM is denoted rN,V(f,i); node N's LON is denoted LNf and the received LON is denoted 

qN,Vf. 

MN(f,i) = 0, rN,V(f,i) = 0/1/2/3/4: This case is not a conflict between N and V 

because node N does not perceive time slot i as assigned to multiple nodes (N and V) 

resulting in packet collision. MN(f,i) = 0 indicates that timeslot i has not been assigned to 

node N and clearly N is not involved in any packet collision situation during timeslot i. In 

this case, node N simply follows the normal update rules to update the assignment index 

of timeslot i in its own NM.  

MN(f,i) = 1, rN,V(f,i) = 0/1/2/3/4: This case is not a conflict between N and V 

because MN(f,i) = 1 indicates that timeslot i has not been assigned to node N and thus N 

is not directly involved in any packet collision situation during timeslot i. In this case, 

node N simply follows the normal update rules to update the assignment index of 

timeslot i in its own NM. 

Although node N is not finding any conflict between N and V from the received 

message rN,V(f,i)  in this case, this is not a guarantee that there is not conflict in node N’s 

neighbor. There could be a conflicting slot assignment of which node N is not aware.    

Consider the {MN(f,i)=1, rN,V(f,i)=2} case. Suppose there are two other nodes within the 

radio range of N and V, say U and K, and timeslot i has been reserved for data 

transmission from U to K so MU(f,i)=2, MK(f,i)=2. rN,V(f,i)=2 indicates that MV(f,i)=2. 

Clearly there is a conflict between V’s assignment of timeslot i and U’s assignment of 

timeslot i (because both U and V are using timeslot i as their own application timeslot). 

Upon receiving rN,V(f,i)=2, N is unable to tell whether there is such a conflict in its 

neighbor. In this version of the NapMap protocol, node N takes a corrective action only if 

it is involved in the conflict. The kind of conflict between U and V illustrated in this case 

can be detected by the nodes involved in the conflict, i.e. U and V. For example, if U 

receives V’s beacon at superframe g (g>=f) and  MU(g,i) = 2, rU,V(g,i)=2, this event 
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indicates to node U that there is a conflict between U and V. Upon receiving rU,V(g,i)=2, 

U will take a proper action to resolvethis conflict, with which node U is involved.  

MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 0/1: This case is not a conflict between N and V because 

rN,V(f,i) = 0/1 (or MV(f,i)=0/1) indicates that timeslot i has not been assigned to node V 

and clearly V is not involved in any packet collision situation during timeslot i. In this 

case, node N simply follows the normal update rules to update the assignment index of 

timeslot i in its own NM, thus MN(f,i) remains at 24. 

MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2: Unless N and V are using timeslot i as a reserved timeslot 

for data transmission between N and V, this is a conflict between N and V. Node N can 

easily decide whether its reservation is for communication with V. Recall from section 

 3.2.4.6 that successfully negotiated and granted application timeslots are known as a 

node’s reserved timeslots. If timeslot i has been reserved by N for communication with 

V, then N easily decides that there is no conflict. If timeslot i has been reserved by N for 

communication with some other node than V, then N decides that it is in conflict with 

node V. In the case of a conflict, node N will cancel its reservation as described later in 

this section. Two cases, one indicating no conflict and the other a conflict, have been 

illustrated in Figure  3-15 and Figure  3-16, respectively. Figure  3-17 illustrates the 

situation when conflict is resolved. 

 
4
   rN,V(f,i)=0 indicates to node N that node V considers slot i as available while slot i has been 

assigned to node N. This may cause some concerns to node N. However, node N in this kind 
of events does not take a corrective action in this version of NapMap. Suppose that MV(f,i) is 
indeed 0; that is, no bit  error in rN,V(f,i). If node V at superframe g (g>=f) assigns timeslot i as 
its own control timeslot or as its application timeslot, then MV(g,i) = 4 or MV(g,i) = 2, 
respectively. If afterwards node V receives node N’s NM message indicating rV,N(f,i)=2 in a 
superframe h (h>= g), then node V can find this conflict and take a corrective action.   
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N

MN(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=2

 

Figure 3-15: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2, where no conflict 

occurs 

U

MU(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=2

N

MN(f,i)=2

K

MK(f,i)=2

 

Figure 3-16: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2, where conflict occurs 

 

U

MU(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=2

N

MN(f,i)=0

K

MK(f,i)=0
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Figure 3-17: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2, where N resolves the 

conflict 

In Figure  3-15, N and V have reserved timeslot i as an application timeslot for 

data transmission between N and V. Clearly, MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2 in this case is not a 

conflict. In the example in Figure  3-16 N and K have reserved timeslot i for data 

transmission from N to K and simultaneously, U and V have reserved timeslot i for data 

transmission from U to V. This case, in which MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2,  is a conflict 

between N and V because U and N  are sending packets simultaneously and hence 

packet collision can occur when V listens. In NapMap protocol a node that detects this 

kind of conflict cancels its own reservation. Suppose that node N receives from V  a NM 

message  that indicates MV(f,i) = 2 and that timeslot i has not been reserved for node N 

to communicate with V. Node N then resolves the conflict by canceling its own 

reservation. Node N does not transmit any data packet in timeslot i anymore and it also 

sends a new request to node K at node K’s OR1 time slot. Node N’s request message 

indicates that timeslot i must be removed from the list of reserved timeslots for 

transmission from node N to K. After node N sends a request and node K receives node 

N’s request, both nodes N and K reset the assignment index of timeslot i, so MN(f,i) = 0 

and MK(f,i) = 0 (Figure  3-17). In the case in which node N does not receive a response 

from node K, node N repeats its request. Note that since node N has already detected 

the conflict and has stopped transmitting data packets to node K at timeslot i, no packet 

collision occurs and hence repeating node N’s request is only for updating neighborhood 

map of node K so that node K’s NM reflects the actual timeslot assignment in node K’s 

neighborhood. 

Now let us consider the case in which timeslot i is reserved for data transmission 

from K to N (instead of N to K) and also from U to V, which can be again pictorially 

illustrated by Figure  3-16. In this case, the data packets simultaneously transmitted from 

N and U do not collide due to the limited radio ranges. However, a collision can occur in 

a specific scenario as the following. Suppose K transmits a short data packet to N at 

timeslot i. Upon receiving K’s data packet, N transmits an ACK to K in timeslot i (In 

NapMap, the ACK packet that acknowledges receiving a data packet is transmitted in 

the same time slot as the data packet). Suppose that U transmits so long a data packet 
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to V that U is still transmitting its data packet when N is sending an ACK to K. Then, 

collision of the U’s data packet and N’s ACK packet occurs at V who listens.  

Recall that any data packet transmission is followed by an acknowledgment of 

the receiving node. Hence, when timeslot i is reserved by nodes N and K for data 

transmission from K to N, both  K and N are actually involved in transmitting a packet, 

one is sending a data packet and the other one sending an acknowledgement. In other 

words, unless N and V are using timeslot i as a reserved timeslot for data transmission 

between N and V, this is a conflict between application timeslots of N and V, whether 

timeslot i is a reserved timeslot for data transmission from N to K or K to N, or even from 

U to V or V to U. Conflict resolution policy remains the same in all cases though, i.e. any 

node detects the conflict, cancels its own reservation. 

MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 3/4: MN(f,i)=2 indicates that timeslot i has been assigned as 

N’s application timeslot and rN,V(f,i) = 3/4 indicates that timeslot i is a control timeslot for 

V (the case of rN,V(f,i) = 4) or is a control timeslot for some neighbor of V (the case of 

rN,V(f,i) = 3). This case is a conflict between N and V because nodes N and V have 

timeslot i assigned for different purposes that could result in a packet collision. The 

examples in Figure  3-18 and Figure  3-19 illustrates how a collision can occur in the 

{MN(f,i)=2, rN,V(f,i)=3/4}  case.  

Figure  3-18 illustrates the event that node N receives rN,V(f,i)=3 while MN(f,i)=2. 

Timeslot i is a reserved timeslot between N and K and let us suppose that K transmits an 

application data packet to N within timeslot i. Suppose that U is a parent of V and 

timeslot i is U’s OR1 (MU(f,i) = 4) and thus V can send a request to U at timeslot i. During 

timeslot i, K transmits an application data packet to N, and simultaneously, V sends a 

request to U, so collision occurs when N listens (because V and K are N’s neighbors). 

This case, in which MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 3, is a conflict between N and V because a 

packet collision could occur this way.   

Figure  3-19 illustrates the event that node N receives rN,V(f,i)=4 while having 

MN(f,i)=2. Suppose that Mv(f,i)=2 and timeslot i is reserved for data transmission from 

node K to node N.  Suppose that U is a child of V and timeslot i is V’s OR1 (i.e., MV(f,i) = 

rN,V(f,i) = 4) and thus V receives a request from U at timeslot i. Upon receiving a request 
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from U, V sends an ACK to U within timeslot i. During timeslot i, K transmits an 

application data packet to N, and simultaneously V could be sending an ACK to U, so 

collision could occur when N listens (because V and K are N’s neighbors). This case, in 

which MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 4, is a conflict between N and V.   

K
MK(f,i)=2

N

MN(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=3

U

MU(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-18: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 3 

 

K
MK(f,i)=2

N

MN(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=4

U

MU(f,i)=3

 

Figure 3-19: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 4 

In designing the methods of taking a corrective action, NapMap follows the 

principle that control timeslots have priority over application timeslots. In order to resolve 

the conflict in the  {MN(f,i)=2, rN,V(f,i)=3/4} cases, node N will cancel its reservation for 

data packets. Then, the new values of  MN(f,i) will be max(0, u(3) ) =1 for the case of 

rN,V(f,i) = 3,  and max(0, u(4) ) = 3 for the case of rN,V(f,i) = 4.  (Note that no reservation 

for a data packet corresponds to assignment index 0.) 
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MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 0/1: This case is not a conflict between N and V because 

rN,V(f,i) = 0/1 indicates to node N that  MV(f,i)=0/1 and thus indicates that timeslot i has 

not been assigned to node V. Therefore, node N ought to conclude that node V is not 

involved in any packet collision situation during timeslot i. In this case, node N simply 

follows the normal update rules to update the assignment index of timeslot i in its own 

NM, thus MN(f,i) remains at 3. 

MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 2: MN(f,i)=3 indicates that timeslot i is a control timeslot for 

some neighbor of node N, say node K, and rN,V(f,i) = 2 indicates that V has assigned 

timeslot i as its own application timeslot. This case is a conflict between N and V 

because nodes N and V have timeslot i assigned for different purposes that could result 

in a packet collision. The example in Figure  3-20 illustrates how a collision can occur in 

the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=2}  case.  

Consider the example illustrated in Figure  3-20. Timeslot i is a reserved timeslot 

for data communication between V and U, and let us suppose that V transmits an 

application data packet to U in timeslot i. Suppose K is a parent of N and timeslot i is K’s 

beacon (MK(f,i) = 4), thus N listens to K in timeslot i. During timeslot i, V transmits an 

application data packet to U, and simultaneously K broadcasts its beacon, so collision 

occurs when N listens (because V and K are N’s neighbors). Therefore, this case is a 

conflict between N and V.   

    In order to resolve the conflict in the { MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=2} case, node V should 

cancel its reservation in accordance with the principle that control timeslots have priority 

over application timeslots. To help expedite this process, in NapMap protocol, node N in 

this state sends a conflict resolution PDU containing MNf to V in V’s OR2 slot so that V 

will become aware of the situation and resolve the conflict. 
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K
MK(f,i)=4

N

MN(f,i)=3

V

MV(f,i)=2

U

MU(f,i)=2

 

Figure 3-20: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 2 

MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 3: This may or may not indicate a conflict between N and V. 

MN(f,i)=3 indicates that timeslot i is a control timeslot for some neighbor of node N, say 

node K (MK(f,i) = 4), and rN,V(f,i) = 3 indicates that timeslot i is a control timeslot for some 

neighbor of node V, say node U (MU(f,i) = 4). If node N and node V have only one mutual 

neighbor with control timeslot i, i.e. U and K are indeed one node with control timeslot i, 

then there is no conflict between N and V. Example illustrated in Figure  3-21 indicates 

the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case where there is no conflict between N and V. 

N

MN(f,i)=3

V

MV(f,i)=3

U=K

MU(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-21: Description of the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case, where there is no 
conflict between N and V 

However, the case illustrated in Figure  3-22 is an example of conflicting 

assignments that results in the event of node N receiving rN,V(f,i) = 3  while MN(f,i) = 3.  In 

Figure  3-22, suppose that K is a parent of N and timeslot i is K’s beacon (MK(f,i) = 4), 

and thus N listens to K at timeslot i. Suppose  that U is a parent of V and timeslot i is U’s 

OR1 (MU(f,i) = 4), and thus V sends a request to U at timeslot i. During timeslot i, K 
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broadcasts its own beacon, and simultaneously V sends a request to U so a collision 

occurs when N listens (because V and K are N’s neighbors). This case, in which MN(f,i) 

= 3, rN,V(f,i) = 3, is a conflict between N and V because a packet collision could occur.  

K
MK(f,i)=4

N

MN(f,i)=3

V

MV(f,i)=3

U

MU(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-22: Description of the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case, where there is a conflict 
between N and V   

We can consider another case in which a conflicting assignments lead to the 

event of node N receiving rN,V(f,i) = 3  while MN(f,i) = 3. Consider the example shown in 

Figure  3-23. U and K are two mutual neighbors of N and V with MU(f,i) = 4 and MK(f,i) = 

4. Suppose that K is a parent of N and timeslot i is K’s beacon (MK(f,i) = 4) time slot. 

Thus, N listens to K at timeslot i. Suppose that U is a parent of V and timeslot i is U’s 

OR1 (MU(f,i) = 4) slot, thus V sends a request to U at timeslot i. During timeslot i, K 

broadcasts its own beacon, and simultaneously V sends a request to U. A collision 

occurs when N listens in time slot i (because V and K are N’s neighbors). This case, in 

which MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 3, is a conflict between N and V because a packet collision 

could occur.  
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N

MN(f,i)=3

V

MV(f,i)=3

U

MU(f,i)=4

K

MK(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-23: Description of the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case, where there is a conflict 

between N and V   

Examples above have illustrated scenarios where {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} may or 

may not indicate a conflict. How does node N decide if there is a conflict or not? Recall 

from section  3.2.4.4 that a beacon PDU contains the list (LON) of the beacon sending 

node’s neighbors. So node N can simply determine whether MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 3 is a 

conflict between N and V or not. Upon receiving node V’s beacon, node V’s list of 

neighbors (LON) is available to node N. By using its own neighbor records5 (see section 

 3.3.7.2), its own list of neighbors and node V’s list of neighbors, node N determines 

whether both N and V have only one mutual neighbor, say node U, with control timeslot i 

(MU(f,i) = 4) or not. If node N and node V have only one mutual neighbor U with control 

timeslot i, then N does not take any action. Otherwise, N considers {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} 

case as a conflict between N and V because a collision could occur as illustrated in 

Figure  3-22 and Figure  3-23 (note that  in this case N and V either have more than one 

mutual neighbor with control timeslot i (as shown in Figure  3-23) or N and V have no 

mutual neighbor with control timeslot i (as shown in Figure  3-22)). If there is a conflict in 

the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case, where N and V have no mutual neighbor with control 

timeslot i, node N can resolve the conflict by sending a conflict resolution PDU to node K 

 
5
 Under certain circumstances, it may be necessary for a node to send a PDU directly to its non-

adjacent neighbor, for example to resolve a timeslot conflict. Accordingly, every node is 
required to keep a record of its neighbors’ control timeslots. A record of N’ neighbors’ control 
timeslots is called N’s neighbor records. 
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(K is N’s neighbor with control timeslot i)  indicating that node K must change its own 

control timeslot i. If there is a conflict in the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=3} case, where N and V 

have more than one mutual neighbor with control timeslot i, node N can resolve the 

conflict by sending  conflict resolution PDUs to all mutual neighbors with control timeslot 

i indicating that mutual neighbors must change their own control timeslot i.     

MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 4: This may or may not indicate a conflict between N and V.  

MN(f,i)=3 indicates that timeslot i is a control timeslot for some neighbor of node N, say 

node K, and rN,V(f,i) = 4 indicates that node V has been assigned  with timeslot i for its 

control timeslot. As described in section  3.3.4.5, at most one node per neighborhood can 

have a particular timeslot assigned as a control timeslot. If node V is the only one in 

node N’s neighborhood with assignment index = 4 for timeslot i, i.e. K and V are indeed 

one node, then there is no conflict between N and V. This case has been illustrated in 

Figure  3-24.   

However, if some other neighbor of node N has assignment index = 4 for timeslot 

i, say node K which is different from V, then there is a conflict between N and V. 

Example in Figure  3-25 illustrates how a collision can occur in the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=4} 

case.  
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N

MN(f,i)=3

V=K

MV(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-24: Description of {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=4}, where there is no conflict 

between N and V 

K
MK(f,i)=4

N

MN(f,i)=3

V

MV(f,i)=4

U

MU(f,i)=3

 

Figure 3-25: Description of {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=4}, where there is a conflict between 

N and V 

Consider the example demonstrated in Figure  3-25. Suppose K is a parent of N 

and timeslot i is K’s beacon (MK(f,i) = 4), and thus N listens to K at timeslot i. Suppose  

that V is a parent of U and timeslot i is V’s OR1 (MV(f,i) = 4), thus V receives a request 

from U at timeslot i. Upon receiving a request, V sends an ACK to U within timeslot i. 

During timeslot i, V transmits an ACK to U, and simultaneously K broadcasts its own 

beacon, so collision occurs when N listens (because V and K are N’s neighbors). This 

case, in which MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 4, is a conflict between N and V because a packet 

collision could occur.  

To determine whether there is a conflict or not in the {MN(f,i)=3, rN,V(f,i)=4} case, 

node N must check its neighbor records (see section  3.3.7.2). If timeslot i has been 

assigned as a control timeslot to only one neighbor of N, then there is no conflict 

between N and V. If timeslot i has been assigned as a control timeslot to more than one 
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neighbor of N, then there is a conflict between N and V. To resolve the conflict situation 

explained above N notifies V and node V will have to change its control timeslot.   

MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 0/1: This case is not a conflict between N and V because 

rN,V(f,i) = 0/1 (or MV(f,i)=0/1) indicates that timeslot i has not been assigned to node V 

and clearly V is not involved in any packet collision situation during timeslot i. In this 

case, node N simply follows the normal update rules to update the assignment index of 

timeslot i in its own NM, thus MN(f,i) remains at 4. 

MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 2: There is a conflict between N’s control timeslot and V’s 

application timeslot, as shown in Figure  3-26. Both V and N, which are within the range 

of each other, are transmitting some PDUs (such as beacon, request, response, data 

packet, ACK) during timeslot i so collision occurs. In order to resolve the conflict, N 

requests V to cancel its reservation. However, if node V does not cancel its own 

reservation for any reason (such as not receiving the notification from node N) after a 

specific time period, node N is required to change its own control timeslot. Length of the 

specific time period that node N can wait before being forced to change its control 

timeslot is an operational parameter. 

K
MK(f,i)=3

N

MN(f,i)=4

V

MV(f,i)=2

U

MU(f,i)=2

 

Figure 3-26: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 2 

MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3: , This may or may not indicate a conflict between N and V. 

In normal operation, when node N sets assignment index = 4 for timeslot i, N’s neighbors 

including N’s children update their own NM upon receiving N’s NM. Suppose that MV(d,i) 

= 0 (d < f). Upon receiving rV,N(e,i) = 4 (d < e < f), V updates MV(e,i) = 3 at superframe e. 
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Receiving the updated value of rN,V(f,i) = 3 by N at superframe f (when MN(f,i) = 4) 

indicates a normal operation because rN,V(f,i) = 3 is the direct result of N’s NM 

propagation in previous supreframes. Consider the example shown in Figure  3-27. V is a 

child of N, M and K are N’s neighbors and U is a neighbor of V with MU(f,i) = 1. Clearly, 

MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3 is not a conflict between N and V in this case.  

However, MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3 may also indicate a conflict between N and V. 

Consider the example shown in Figure  3-28, where U is a neighbor of node V and 

timeslot i is U’s beacon (MU(f,i) = 4). Suppose that N is V’s parent and timeslot i is N’s 

OR1 (MN(f,i) = 4), thus N receives a request from V at timeslot i. Upon receiving a 

request, N sends an ACK to V within timeslot i. During timeslot i, N transmits an ACK to 

V, and simultaneously U broadcasts its own beacon, so collision occurs when V listens 

(because U and N are V’s neighbors). This case, in which MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3, is a 

conflict between N and V because a packet collision could occur. The conflict in this 

case can be detected only by node V and hence node V is in a position to resolve the 

conflict. Upon receiving N’s beacon by node V at superframe g (g>f), MV(f,i) = 3, rV,N(f,i) = 

4. V is able to detect the conflict between N and V and can resolve it by following the 

procedure explained above in the {MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 4} case.   
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K
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Figure 3-27: Description the case MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3 which does not indicate a 

conflict 
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Figure 3-28: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 3 which indicates a 

conflict 

MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 4: This case is clearly a conflict between N and V because 

both nodes N and V, which are in the radio range of each other, use timeslot i as their 

own control timeslots. Consider the example shown in Figure  3-29, where timeslot i is 

N’s beacon (MN(f,i) = 4). Suppose that V is U’s parent and timeslot i is V’s OR1 (MN(f,i) = 

4), thus V receives a request from U at timeslot i. During timeslot i, U sends a request to 

V, and simultaneously N broadcasts its own beacon, so collision occurs when V listens 

(because U and N are V’s neighbors). This case, in which MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 4, is a 

conflict between N and V because a packet collision could occur. Node N receives 

rN,V(f,i) = 4 and detects the conflict only when N is performing a full scan, otherwise N 

would be using timeslot i and hence would not be able to receive a beacon from V 

containing rN,V(f,i) = 4. In order to resolve the conflict, node N will change its control 

timeslot assignment because both nodes N and V share the same control timeslot. 
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N

MN(f,i)=4

V

MV(f,i)=4

U

MU(f,i)=3

 

Figure 3-29: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 4, rN,V(f,i) = 4 

Within the network operation, NM-receiving node applies the conflict detection 

rules to identify and resolve any conflict that currently exists between the NM-receiving 

node and the NM-sending node. When node N receives one of its neighbor’s NM (ex. 

V’s NM), node N either performs normal update rules or takes some corrective action to 

resolve a conflict between N and V. In either case, MN(f,i) or MV(f,i) may change and 

hence it is possible for a new conflict to arise between N and N’s neighbors (or between 

V and V’s neighbors) as a result of the change Such a conflict would persist until one of 

the nodes involved in the new conflict receives the other’s updated NM and applies the 

conflict detection/resolution rules again. The following example explains how a new 

conflict may arise and then can be detected in the future. 

Consider the {MN(f,i) = 1, rN,V(f,i) = 4} case, where MN(f,i) will be changed to 3 

after performing normal update rules, i.e. MN(f,i) = 3. N’s perception when MN(f,i) = 3 is 

different from N’s perception when MN(f,i) = 1. MN(f,i) = 3 indicates that N is involved in 

transmitting/receiving some PDUs such as request, response and ACK and hence there 

is a possibility of packet collision in N’s neighborhood. In other words, the updated value 

of MN(f,i) = 3 can conflict with the assignment index of timeslot i in the NM of some 

neighbor of node N, say K, in the future. An example of the { MN(f,i) = 1, rN,V(f,i) = 4} 

case, where performing normal update rules results in a conflict between N and some 

neighbor of N, say K, in the future is illustrated in Figure  3-30. MN(f,i) = 1 indicates that 

timeslot i has already been assigned to another node and timeslot i cannot be assigned 

to node N. According to the normal update rules (section  3.3.4.2), MN(f,i) will change to 3 

upon application of equation (1). The updated value of MN(f,i) = 3 can conflict with the 

assignment index of timeslot i in the NM of some neighbor of node N, say K, in the 
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future. The conflict may be recognized (some time in the future) when node N receives 

the neighbor node’s NM (K’s NM), or when the neighbor node (K) receives node N’s 

updated NM. This situation has been illustrated in Figure  3-30 and Figure  3-31, where M 

and K are N’s neighbors and U is the parent of V.  

K
MK(f,i)=3

N

MN(f,i)=1

V

MV(f,i)=4
U

M

MM(f,i)=2

L

ML(f,i)=4

 

Figure 3-30: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 1, rN,V(f,i) = 4 - Prior to receiving rN,Vf 
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Figure 3-31: Description of the case MN(f,i) = 1, rN,V(f,i) = 4 - After receiving rN,Vf and 

applying to update MN(f,i) 

In Figure  3-30, node N receives the NM of node V, so rN,V(f,i) = 4. After node N 

performs the normal update rules, MN(f,i) = 3, as shown in Figure  3-31. A conflict 

between N and K is detected by N when node N receives the NM of node K since MN(f,i) 

= 3 and rN,K(f,i) = 3. Conversely, a conflict may be also detected when K receives the NM 

of N.  All of these situations are described in other cases in this section. 

With the above said, when MN(f,i) = 1 and rN,V(f,i) = 4, there is no conflict between 

N and V and node N only performs the normal update rules and no corrective action is 
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required by node N. Any subsequent conflicts (such as MN(f,i) = 3, rN,K(f,i) = 3) will be 

resolved by the appropriate cases. 

3.3.4.7. Unaltered Parent Neighborhood Map 

A

MA(f,i)=2

V

MV(f,i)=1

N

MN(f,i)=0

 

Figure 3-32: Necessity of Unaltered Parent NM 

Consider the example illustrated in Figure  3-32, where V is the parent of node N 

and A is a neighbor of node V. If MN(f,i) = 0, then according to the normal update rules, 

when rN,V(f,i) = 1, then MN(f,i) = 0; in other words, MN(f,i) = 0 indicates that timeslot i is 

unassigned in N’s neighborhood and N can make a request to V to assign timeslot i as a 

reserved timeslot between N and V. Although not explicitly stated, V rejects N’s request 

and clearly node N cannot obtain an assignment of timeslot i for communication with 

node V because MV(f,i) = 1 indicates that V is not able to assign timeslot i for its own 

purpose. In the above situation, since timeslot i is unassigned in MNf, N could propose 

timeslot i to V for application usage. However, since Mp(N)(f,i) = 1 (V is N’s parent and 

p(N) = V), then V will always reject the proposal because the timeslot cannot be 

assigned to node v. This timeslot negotiation sequence is guaranteed to fail, so it should 

never happen. 

To avoid the described situation, each node keeps an unaltered copy of its 

parent’s most recently sent NM, denoted CN for node N. When node N is deciding on 

timeslots to propose, it first chooses timeslots where MN(f,i) = 0. These timeslots are 

then checked to ensure CN(f,i) = 0; if CN(f,i) = 1 then the node does not propose timeslot 

i. 
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It is important to note that CNf is not necessarily equal to Mp(N)f because CNf is 

only updated when node N successfully receives its parent’s beacon (Mp(N)=CN when 

node N successfully receives its parent’s beacon). 

3.3.5. Network Joining Procedure 

Other than the root node, every node must join a NapMap network according to 

the following joining procedure. The root node simply initializes its NM to all zeros, 

selects its control timeslots and begins transmitting beacons. 

3.3.5.1. Joining Procedure  

3.3.5.2. Step 1: NM initialization and neighbor discovery 

When a node N wants to join a NapMap network, it initializes its NM to all zeros 

and performs at least one superframe scan. Ideally, more than one superframe scan 

should be performed because a neighbor’s beacon can easily be lost due to temporary 

environmental factors. These initial scans are critical to discovering a node’s neighbors, 

and awareness of all neighbors is critical to avoiding collisions. 

During the joining process, node N maintains three neighborhood maps: JN = a 

temporary NM (the joining neighborhood map) updated according to the joining update 

rules (explained in section  3.3.5.7), MN = the normal NM updated according to the 

normal update rules (section  3.3.4.2) and CN = an unaltered copy of the parent’s NM 

(section  3.3.4.7). Similar to the normal NM, all entries in the joining NM are initially set to 

value zero. When a neighbor’s beacon is received, it is integrated into both JN and MN 

according to their respective update rules. In addition, when a new neighbor is first 

discovered by receiving the new neighbor’s arrival PDU or beacon (see Step 4 in this 

section), the receiving node updates its neighbor records which will be explained in 

detail in section  3.3.7.2. 

3.3.5.3. Step 2: Parent selection and join request 

After scanning the superframe and discovering its neighbors, node N selects its 

own control timeslots from the unassigned timeslots (assignment index = 0) in JNf and 

also N selects a potential parent node P. Once a potential parent node has been 

selected, node N can save a copy of MP(N)f as CNf.  With the required decisions made, N 
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sends a request to join PDU to node P at P’s OR1 timeslot. Node N then listens for a 

reply from P at its own selected OR2 timeslot. 

When selecting its control timeslots, node N must choose from the unassigned 

timeslots in the joining NM (JNf), not the normal NM. The joining NM is only used for the 

selection of a node’s control timeslots. 

3.3.5.4. Step 3: Parent reply 

After receiving the request to join PDU, potential parent node P must attempt to 

reply to node N, either allowing the join or denying it.  A potential parent node can deny 

a node from joining the network for various reasons (for example, too many children 

have already joined at that node, the proposed control timeslots are conflicting, or 

another join is already in progress). If node N does not receive a reply, or receives a 

negative reply, it can send a new request to join (to the same node) or select a new 

potential parent node. In case of not receiving of a reply, when sending a new request, 

node N should first perform a backoff procedure to help avoid any repetitive collisions 

with any nodes that are also trying to join the network. 

Although a node has the right to arbitrarily deny any node from becoming its 

child, such behavior may result in a disconnected network. The network admission 

policies have not been defined yet, but a simplistic and negative policy (such as limiting 

the number of children at any node to a constant) is not recommended. For example, if 

the maximum number of children per node is set to c, a physical topology with d > c 

nodes within range of a single upstream node would not be able to form a network that 

spans every node. 

The network joining procedure is not atomic and is a long-running process that 

occurs over more than one superframe. Because the procedure is not atomic, many race 

conditions are possible that can eventually result in NM conflicts.  Although the conflicts 

will eventually be resolved, the collisions and control overhead are wasteful. To help 

reduce the chance of a race condition, a node cannot be participating in more than one 

simultaneous joining procedure. If a node has received a join request, then it must 

immediately deny any further join requests from other nodes until the first node has 

finished the joining procedure (either joined or not). For example, at superframe 1 a 
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node P receives a join request from node C. The join request is approved and P tries to 

send the reply during superframe 2, but an ACK is not received, causing a retry during 

the next superframe. However, node P receives a join request from node N before 

superframe 3, but because P is still participating in the joining procedure with node C, p 

denies the join request from N. 

3.3.5.5. Step 4: Neighbor notification 

Once a positive reply is received from a potential parent P, node N has joined the 

network; node N is adjacent to P and node N is the child of P. As a member of the 

network, node N begins sending its beacon (containing MNf) during its beacon timeslot 

and node N listens for all of its parent’s beacons. Node N then notifies each of its 

neighbors by sending an arrival PDU to each of its neighbors at their OR2 timeslots. 

Because of possible contention, this notification is only best effort, and retries are not 

performed or are less vigorous. If a neighbor is not successfully notified, it will eventually 

detect the new node in a superframe scan (because the scanning node receives the new 

node’s beacon in its own superframe scan). However, it could take numerous 

superframe scans before the new node is detected, thus successful neighbor notification 

is preferred. Neighbors that are notified can optionally listen more frequently for the new 

node’s beacons. After the joining node sends a notification to each of its neighbors, the 

joining procedure is complete and JNf can be discarded. 

3.3.5.6. Rejoining Procedure  

Due to various reasons, such as not receiving the parent’s beacon in many 

consecutive superframes or resolving a conflict situation, a node may be required to 

rejoin the network. In order to rejoin the NapMap network, a node must repeat all four 

steps of the joining procedure. Additionally, the rejoining node is required to select new 

control timeslots different from its current control timeslots. Due to the various reasons 

for rejoining the NapMap network, the rejoining node may or may not join at the same 

parent node.   
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3.3.5.7. Joining NM Update Rules 

A
MA(f,i)=2

B

MB(f,i)=1

N

MN(f,i)=0

V

MV(f,i)=0

 

Figure 3-33: Joining NM Update Rules: Node N wants to join the network at node V 
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MA(f,i)=2
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Figure 3-34: Joining NM Update Rules: Without using the Joining NM, N selects 

timeslot i as its own control timeslot thus MN(f,i) = 4 and MV(f,i) = 3 
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MA(h,i)=2

B
MB(h,i)=3

N
MN(h,i)=4

V

MV(h,i)=3

 

Figure 3-35: Joining NM Update Rules: Without using the Joining NM, a conflict 

occurs between nodes A and B because MA(h,i) = 2 and rA,B(h,i) = 3 
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The rules for updating the joining NM are identical to the normal update rules (1) 

except that u(1) = 1, i.e. upon receiving node V’s NM, node N updates its own joining 

neighborhood map (JN) by considering each assignment index separately and 

performing the following procedure for each assignment index i: 

JN(f,i) := max[  JN(f,i), u(rN,V(f,i))  ], i=1,2,..,256         (2) 

where function u( ) is defined as u(4)=3, u(3)=1, u(2)=1, u(1)=1, u(0)=0. 

If the joining node follows normal update rules rather than performing joining NM 

update rules, it may cause a conflict within the network operation. Consider the example 

illustrated in Figure  3-33, where node N wants to join the network at node V and initially 

MN(f,i) = 0. Timeslot i has already been assigned as node A’s reserved timeslot. If the 

node N performs normal NM update rules, then node N perceives timeslot i to be 

unassigned (since rN,B(f,i) = 1 and u(1)=0 so MN(f,i) = 0). While joining, N makes a 

request to V indicating that timeslot i is N’s selected control timeslot. Suppose that V 

permits N to join at V with control timeslot i, so timeslot i is assigned as N’s control 

timeslot, MN(f,i) = 4 and Mv(f,i) = 3 (Figure  3-34). Since node N is node B’s new 

neighbor, node B will receive node N’s NM upon receiving node N’s arrival PDU or 

beacon at superframe g (g>=f) (see section  3.3.5.1). MB(g,i) = 1 and rB,N(g,i) = 4, so 

MB(g,i) = 3. Upon receiving B’s NM at superframe h (h>=g), node A detects a conflict 

situation because MA(h,i) = 2 and rA,B(h,i) = 3. This conflict has been shown in Figure 

 3-35. On the other hand, if the joining NM (JN) is used to select node N’s control 

timeslots, then timeslot i cannot be selected by node N (since rN,B(f,i) = 1 and u(1)=1 

hence JN(f,i) = 1) and no conflict ensues. 

3.3.6. Parent-Child Relationship 

Nodes participating in a NapMap network have responsibilities to be awake 

(radio activated) for certain timeslots. To allow for maximum energy savings, a node is 

free to sleep in any timeslots that are not explicitly stated below. 

For adjacent nodes P and C, with P being the parent of C: 

• P must be awake for all of its control timeslots (beacon, OR1, OR2). 
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• C must be awake for all of its control timeslots (beacon, OR1, OR2). 

• C must be awake for all of P’s beacons since P is C’s parent. 

• Since C is P’s neighbor, P must sometimes listen to C’s beacon in order to 
update its own NM; the exact frequency is an open research question. 

• P and C both must be awake for any timeslot which is reserved for 
communication between P and C 

Note that P cannot completely ignore C’s beacons because new neighbors of C 

can affect timeslot assignments in P. As an illustrative example, consider three nodes: P, 

C and N where P is the parent of C and N is a neighbor to C but is not a neighbor to P. 

Initially MN(f,i) = 0, MC(f,i) = 0, and MP(f,i) = 2. If node N has assigned timeslot i as a 

control timeslot, MN(f,i) = 4 and rC,N(f,i) = 4 then MC(f,i) becomes 3. Upon receiving C’s 

NM, P detects the conflict situation {rP,C(g,i) = 3, MP(g,i) = 2 (g>=f)} and P can resolve the 

conflict. However, if P never listens to any of C’s beacons, then P will not be able to 

detect this kind of conflict and hence many collisions may occur within the network 

operation.   

3.3.7. Neighborhood Relationship 

Although a NapMap network is logically arranged as a (low branching-factor) 

tree, the physical network may not reflect this topology. In particular, dense networks 

diverge heavily from this topology. Ideally, a node’s neighborhood would only contain its 

adjacent nodes, but this is not necessarily true in reality. Despite the NapMap network 

topology, it is possible for arbitrary nodes to be neighbors, although these same nodes 

may be quite distant in the NapMap tree. 

Since a node’s neighborhood is affected by its neighbors, and nodes can only 

communicate with their adjacent partner when negotiating application timeslots, it is not 

sufficient for a node to listen only to its parent’s beacon. To have a correct perception of 

the actual timeslot assignments in its neighborhood, a node must listen to its neighbors’ 

beacons, although a node is not strictly required to be awake for every beacon from 

every non-parent neighbor. There are many scenarios where neighbors can legally 

negotiate conflicting timeslot usages, and these can only be resolved by receiving and 

comparing the updated neighborhood maps from each node involved. At one extreme, 

each node can listen to all of its neighbors’ beacons every superframe; at the other 
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extreme, each node listens to none of its neighbors’ beacons and relies on the 

superframe scan to receive the beacons. Striking the right balance of detecting conflicts 

(therefore reducing collisions) while keeping energy usage low is an open question. 

3.3.7.1.  (Full) Superframe Scan 

In addition to listening to its neighbors’ beacons, a node must perform a periodic 

scan of the entire superframe (known as a superframe scan). During this scan, the node 

does not transmit anything, even during its own beacon timeslot, instead listening during 

each timeslot. Despite the joining notification scheme and listening to neighbors’ 

beacons, a node can never be completely certain of the timeslot assignments and 

wireless conditions in its neighborhood. For example, it is possible that a new node has 

joined but the notification (and any retries) was lost. Since some nodes are unaware of 

this new node, they would not know to listen for its beacon, so the potential for 

conflicting reservations is high. 

Since a node does not transmit anything while performing a superframe scan, it 

must notify its parent and children prior to scanning. Without notification, it is possible 

that a parent could think that its child has failed (because of not receiving any application 

data packet from its child in the reserved timeslots), and it is possible that children would 

send data packets during any reserved timeslots (these packets would all be lost). To 

avoid these problems, in the superframe prior to scanning, node N notifies its parent and 

its children that N will be scanning. Upon reception of the notification, N’s parent knows 

that its child has not failed, and any children of N will not send any packets to N while N 

is scanning. N’s parent could be notified by setting a bit in the header of any transmitted 

PDU, or via a PDU sent during N’s parent’s OR1 timeslot. The scanning node notifies its 

children by sending a PDU during each one’s OR2 timeslot. Another positive side effect 

of the notification is that the parent and children of the scanning node can also sleep 

during those timeslots in the scanning superframe. Normal network operations resume in 

the superframe immediately following the scan. 

A superframe scan is energy intensive and can be disruptive to the network 

(because the scanning node does not forward any data packets). Thus, the frequency of 

superframe scans should be low (but not zero). As usual, any beacons received during 

the superframe scan are used to update the node’s NM. 
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3.3.7.2. Neighbor Records 

Under certain circumstances, it may be necessary for a node to send a PDU 

directly to its non-adjacent neighbor, for example to resolve a timeslot conflict. 

Accordingly, every node is required to keep a record of its neighbors’ control timeslots.  

This information is usually discovered during superframe scans when a node first joins 

the network and during periodic scans afterwards. This information is also updated when 

a new node joins the network, during the neighbor notification process. 

3.3.8. Application Timeslot Negotiation Procedure 

To avoid the hidden terminal problem, a node should choose a timeslot that is 

unassigned in its own neighborhood along with its parent’s neighborhood. To ensure this 

availability, before an application timeslot can be used, permission must be requested by 

the child node and granted by a node’s parent. 

3.3.8.1. Step 1: Proposed timeslots 

The child node C looks at MCf and identifies timeslots with assignment index 0. It 

then checks CCf to ensure that the timeslots with assignment index 0 in MCf also have 

assignment index 0 in CCf. The child node C sends a timeslot request PDU to its parent, 

P, containing a list of proposed timeslots along with the number of requested timeslots, 

n. Since a parent may reject a proposed timeslot for a variety of reasons, a child is 

allowed to propose many more timeslots than it actually requests. 

3.3.8.2. Step 2: Parent validation 

The parent node P compares the proposed timeslots with its own NM to ensure 

that the proposed timeslots are unassigned in its own neighborhood (the proposed 

timeslots have assignment index = 0 in P’s NM). Once the proposed timeslots are 

validated, the parent decides which timeslots to permit. The parent can choose to permit 

reservation of any, all or none of the proposed timeslots, but not more than the number 

of requested timeslots. Various factors can influence a parent’s decision to permit 

reservation of timeslots, including fairness between children and congestion control. Any 

permitted timeslots are now reserved between the parent and child, so the parent 

updates its own NM, marking MP(f,i) = 2 for each reserved timeslot. 
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3.3.8.3. Step 3: Parent reply 

The parent replies to the child’s request at the child’s OR2, indicating which of 

the proposed timeslots are now reserved timeslots. The parent must reply to the child’s 

request, even if none of the proposed timeslots are permitted. If the parent’s reply is lost 

(no packet acknowledgement is received from the child), then the parent internally 

rescinds the reserved timeslots by resetting MP(f,i) = 0. 

3.3.8.4. Step 4: Child usage 

The child receives its parent’s reply and updates its NM if any timeslots were 

permitted, marking MC(f,i) = 2. Once a proposed timeslot becomes a reserved timeslot, 

the child can immediately begin to use the timeslot for data transfer. After step 2 is 

complete, the parent is obligated to be awake during all reserved timeslots to receive the 

packets. 

There is no restriction on the amount of timeslot negotiations that a child can 

initiate. Thus, if a child is granted fewer than the number of requested timeslots, then it 

can simply try again with a new request. 

3.3.8.5. Reservation Failure Case 

The timeslot negotiation procedure is not foolproof, and there is a failure case.  

Suppose that a child node C proposes some timeslots to its parent P, and the parent 

grants some timeslots. In step 3, the parent node sends its reply to the child node, 

granting some timeslots. If the child receives the reply packet but the child’s 

acknowledgement is lost, then the parent node will consider the reply PDU as lost. The 

parent node aborts the negotiation procedure at step 3, rescinding the granted timeslots. 

However, the child node believes that the negotiation procedure has completed 

successfully at step 4, so the child node begins using the timeslots as its reserved 

timeslots. Under these conditions, the child node attempts to send data packets to the 

parent node, but the parent node is not expecting these packets and the parent is 

sleeping during these timeslots. All data transmissions by the child during these 

incorrectly negotiated timeslots will be lost and network performance will suffer. 

There are two possible mitigations for this failure case. First, since the parent 

node rescinds the reservations, its NM will contain assignment index = 0 for these 
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timeslots. Since child nodes are required to listen to all of their parent’s beacons, the 

child node will quickly be informed that its negotiation has gone awry because the 

parent’s NM will contain assignment index = 0 for the timeslots, rather than the expected 

assignment index = 2. The second (less effective) mitigation technique is for the child to 

track reserved timeslot transmission failures and to negotiate new reserved timeslots if 

there are too many failures. Since every transmission will fail, renegotiation is likely to be 

triggered quickly. 

3.3.9. Timeslot Reservation Cancellation 

Timeslot reservations endure until they are cancelled, making it important for 

child nodes to cancel any reservations if they are underutilized. 

3.3.9.1. Parent Cancellation 

Under certain circumstances, a parent node may want to rescind previous 

reservations granted to a child node. Some possible examples are upon detecting a 

conflicting reservation, ensuring fairness between various children and congestion 

control. 

When cancelling, the parent node sends a cancel reservation PDU to its child 

during the child’s OR2 timeslot. The cancellation message contains a list of the 

remaining valid reserved timeslots; to cancel all reservations, this list is empty. The 

parent can optionally include a list of hints in case the parent wants the child to move its 

reservations to different timeslots rather than remove them completely. The hints do not 

represent new reservations – the child must still make a new request. There is no 

cancellation acknowledgement PDU; it is assumed that the child will immediately cancel 

the required reservations.  

3.3.9.2. Child Cancellation 

In the NapMap protocol, child nodes are responsible for requesting application 

timeslots as needed, and child nodes are also primarily responsible for cancelling 

reservations when they are no longer needed. Although parent nodes may try to detect 

underutilized reservations, since the child has direct knowledge of its queue length, the 

child is in the best position to determine how many application timeslots are needed. 
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Each timeslot negotiation sequence overrides all previous timeslot reservations. 

Thus, if a child has prior reserved timeslots and wishes to retain them, then it must 

include those reserved timeslots in its list of proposed timeslots. Likewise, when 

assigning reserved timeslots, a parent should attempt to maintain any existing 

reservations, rather than create new reservations on different timeslots. Otherwise, any 

existing reserved timeslots that are not in the list of newly proposed timeslots are reset 

and made available in the parent node’s NM (assignment index set to 0). 

Example 1: Child wants to increase the number of reserved timeslots 

• Negotiation 1: Child proposes timeslots {1,2,3; n=3}, parent grants everything 
that child proposed. 

• Negotiation 2: Child wants to increase timeslots to n=5, the recommended 
proposed timeslots would include 1,2,3 (e.g. {1,2,3, 10,11,12,13; n=5}). 

Example 2: Child wants to release all reserved timeslots 

• Child proposes an empty timeslot list and n=0. 

Example 3: Child wants to release some reserved timeslots 

• Negotiation 1: Child proposes timeslots {1,2,3; n=3}, parent grants everything 
that child proposed. 

• Negotiation 2: Child wants to decrease timeslots to n=1, the recommended 
proposed timeslots would include 1,2, or 3 (e.g. {1,2,3; n=1} or {1; n=1}). 

3.4. Protocol Reference 

3.4.1. PDUs 

Joining: 

• Request to join network. 

• OK from the selected parent to join network. 

• Response from the selected parent indicating that the new node cannot join 
network. 

• Notification of new node’s arrival to the network. 
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Ongoing Neighborhood Operations: 

• Beacon 

• Notification to parent that child is superframe scanning next superframe. 

• Notification to child that parent is superframe scanning next superframe. 

Application Timeslot Negotiation: 

• Timeslot request from child to parent, containing proposed timeslots 

• Timeslot reply from parent to child, containing reserved timeslots 

• Timeslot cancellation from parent to child 

Conflict Resolution: 

• Timeslot cancellation from neighbor to neighbor (conflict with control timeslot) 

• Notification of conflict between control timeslots (neighbor to neighbor) 

• Request neighbor to cancel reservation: In case of {MN(f,i) = 3/4, rN,V(f,i) = 2}, 
N send this type of PDU to V which contains MNf and i so that V will know to 
cancel its reserved timeslot i. 

• Request neighbor to change control timeslot: In case of {MN(f,i) = 3, rN,V(f,i) = 
4}, N sends this type of PDU to V so that V will know to cancel its control 
timeslot i. 

Application Data: 

• Application Data 

3.4.2. Awake Timeslots 

For adjacent nodes P and C, with P being the parent of C: 

• P must be awake for all of its control timeslots (beacon, OR1, OR2). 

• C must be awake for all of its control timeslots (beacon, OR1, OR2). 

• C must be awake for all of P’s beacon timeslots. 

• Since C is P’s neighbor, P must sometimes listen to C’s beacon; the exact 
frequency is an open research question. 

• P and C both must be awake for any timeslot which is reserved for 
communication between P and C 
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Every node must sometimes listen to its neighbors beacons. Superframe scan 

still occurs. 

3.5. Compatibility with Powermesh 

The current changes to the protocol are somewhat independent of each other, 

and can be separately included or excluded. 

Listening to a node’s neighbors has no detrimental effects; this would be 

somewhat similar to superframe scanning at a higher frequency. Powermesh nodes 

would eventually discover their neighbors during their superframe scans. 

The notification when a new node joins the network has no detrimental effects 

and can be safely ignored by the previous protocol. If a node does not learn about the 

newly joined node through its notification, the new node will eventually be discovered 

during a superframe scan. 

The changes to the NM (#4 and the update rules) are incompatible with the 

previous version. Such new changes enable the NapMap nodes to detect conflicts within 

the network operation and to take corrective actions to resolve the conflicts. Resolving 

conflict situations avoid packet collisions within the network operation and hence the 

network performance is improved.    
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4. Simulation Settings and Results 

4.1. Simulation Settings 

In order to evaluate performance of the NapMap protocol, a network of nine 

nodes as illustrated in Figure  4-1 is considered. Simulation settings have been set to be 

similar to simulation settings provided in [18] in order to compare NapMap protocol 

performance with IEEE 802.15.46 performance while considering the same network 

scenario. In Figure  4-1, nodes A1 to A9 are arranged in a linear topology. Node A1, which 

is considered as a root node (time manager), is the first node joined the network, A2 is 

the second node joined at A1 (A1 is A2’s parent), A3 is the third node joined at A2 (A2 is 

A3’s parent), etc. The distance between any adjacent nodes is set to 100 meters. Each 

node’s radio range has been illustrated in Figure  4-1 by a dotted green circle7. 

Accordingly, node A2 is A1’s neighbor, nodes A1 and A3 are A2’s neighbors, nodes A2 and 

A4 are A3’s neighbors etc.  

 
6
 Note that IEEE 802.15.4 specification does not include RTS/CTS. Instead of RTS/CTS, several 

beacon scheduling techniques have been proposed in literature to avoid collisions between 
neighboring nodes. One of the main techniques is Beacon Only Period (BOP), which has 
been considered in [18]. 

7
 Each node’s radio range is set to be a little more than 100 meters   
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A2 A3 A4 A5A1 A6 A7 A8 A9

 

Figure 4-1: Network Topology 

In a real-world NapMap network, nodes detect some monitoring events such as 

power line’s currents at different locations, and nodes have to report the generated data 

to the root node. In our simulation model, we have simulated data packet [inter]arrival 

times following a Poisson process with means ranging from 1s to 8s (in steps of 1s). In 

another words, each node’s generated data packet [inter]arrival times follows a Poisson 

process with means ranging from 1s to 8s. We have considered only upstream data 

traffic and each node can send up to one application data packet within duration of a 

timeslot8. Buffer size of each node, except the root node9, is 15 data packets and any 

data packet receiving at a node with a full buffer is dropped. Environmental packet loss 

is simulated using Bernoulli Process, where the probability of a packet loss is p = 0.01. If 

a packet is dropped or is lost due to a packet collision or due to an environmental loss, 

no re-transmission procedure will be followed.    

We have also assumed that each node listens to its own neighbors’ beacons at 

each superframe. Consequently each node can update its own NM frequently. For 

 
8
 If node N transmits a data packet to its parent in timeslot i, N is supposed to receive an ACK 

from its parent in the same timeslot i. Upon receiving an ACK from its parent, N goes to 
sleeping mode in the rest of timeslot i. Our simulation model considers only unacknowledged 
data packets. Thus, depending on the packet size, the time period in which N and N’s parent 
are awake during a timeslot may vary. For example, node N may be awake only in 1/16 of 
timeslot duration for transmitting a small packet or N may be awake in 1/4 of timeslot duration 
for longer packet transmission. This issue will be explained in detail in section 4.2.    

9 Clearly buffer size of the root node is infinity since the root node is supposed to gather all 
generated data packets  
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simplicity, it is assumed that all node have already joined the network and the simulation 

model has been designed in such a way that only conflict cases {MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2}, 

{MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2} and {MN(f,i) = 2, rN,V(f,i) = 2} could occur within the network 

operation10.  

Recall from the NapMap protocol description that each node makes a request to 

its parent to reserve some timeslots for transmitting application data packets to its 

parent. Node N’s requesting policy, which indicates the time that N requires sending a 

request to its parent and indicates the number of requested timeslots n, has not been 

defined in the NapMap protocol. In addition, an optimal requesting policy has been left 

as an open research problem in the NapMap protocol. Requesting policy can be the 

same policy for all nodes or it is possible that different nodes have different requesting 

policies. In all of our simulation scenarios, it is assumed that all nodes have the same 

requesting policy as the other nodes; that is, the requesting policy remains unchanged 

for all nodes. Node N’s requesting policy in our simulation model is as follows. With 

consideration of the fact that N’s requesting policy should depend on N’s queue-length, 

N makes a request to its parent if any of the following three occasions occur: 

• N’s queue-length is less than 0.7 times N’s buffer size (or 10.5 packets) and 
also N’s queue-length is greater than 1.1 times the number of N’s reserved 
timeslots between N and N’s parent  

• N’s queue-length is greater or equal to 0.7 times N’s buffer size (or 10.5 
packets) 

• At N’s parent’s OR1, N’s number of packets dropped at the current  
superframe is greater than 6 packets comparing to N’s number of packets 
dropped at N’s parent’s OR1 two superframes ago    

 
10

 The simulation model assumes that each node has updated its own NM with control timeslots 
of its adjacent neighbors before the simulation runs - no NM propagation is allowed before 
running the simulation, only assignment indexes for node N’s neighbors’ control timeslots will 
be updated in N’s NM. Simulation model also assumes that there is no conflict between 
control timeslots of any pair of nodes.  
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In all above occasions, N’s request to its parent includes N’s current reserved 

timeslots between N and N’s parent. Corresponding to each of above occasion, N’s 

request includes some more number of timeslots as follows: 

• In the first occasion, N’s request to its parent includes {N’s queue-length - 1.1 
times the number of N’s reserved timeslots between N and N’s parent} more 
timeslots  

• In the second occasion or third occasion, N’s request to its parent includes 2 
more timeslots 

The requesting policy is defined in such a way that it helps nodes to avoid 

dropping data packets even when the traffic load is high. The first occasion occurs when 

the number of reserved timeslots of node N for data transmission is less than the 

number of packets in N’s buffer so N requires requesting more timeslots. Second 

occasion occurs when N’s buffer is going to be full in the near future and there would be 

a high possibility that a packet is dropped due to the full buffer. Thus, N requests more 

timeslots for data transmission in this occasion. With consideration of only the first two 

occasions, there are still some scenarios at which the total number of dropped packets 

remains high. Suppose that N’s buffer includes 10 packets and N has reserved 10 

timeslots for its data transmission. Since none of the first two occasions occurs, N does 

not request any more timeslots. Assume that N receives 9 packets in the next 128 

timeslots, in which there is no reserved timeslot, so N’s buffer gets full and 4 packets will 

be dropped. In the second 128 timeslots, there are 10 reserved timeslots so N’s buffer 

becomes 5 and if we assume that N only receives 5 more data packets in this period, 

N’s buffer would be 10. Although N’s buffer has not been changed after a superframe, 

four packets have been dropped in a superframe. If this scenario continues, the number 

of dropped packets can increase significantly. Occasion three has been defined in such 

a way that N can track the rate of its dropped packets in the period of the latest two 

superframes. If the number of dropped packets is increasing significantly, node N 

requests more timeslots for data transmission.           
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Briefly, Q-length Policy can be expressed as: 

If (statement A or statement B or statement C) then (N’s request includes some 

more number of timeslots, correspondingly)11:  

• if {((Q(N)>(1.1*length(Reserved{N})))&&(Q(N)<(.7*Buffersize)))} then {N 
requests (Q(N)-(1.1*length(Reserved{N}))) more timeslots} 

• if {(Q(N)>=(.7*Buffersize))} then { N requests 2 more timeslots} 

• if {((Packets Dropped(f, N’s parent’s OR1)-Packets Dropped(f-512, N’s 
parent’s OR1))>6)} then {N requests 2 more timeslots}  

According to the NM update rules and conflict detection and resolution rules, we 

have used Matlab to evaluate the NapMap protocol’s performance, quantitatively. 

Duration of each simulation round is set to be one hour (note that each superframe 

consists of 256 timeslots and the superframe duration has been is 8 seconds thus 

duration of each simulation round is 450 superframes). Two performance metrics have 

been measured: Packet delivery rate to the root node (or the number of packets 

received at the root node at the end of simulation round) and each node’s duty cycle. 

Node N’s duty cycle is measured as the fraction of time that node N is awake in a 

simulation round. Network duty cycle is the average of all nodes’ duty cycles. 

4.2. Simulation Results 

In this section, we compare the NapMap performance with the performance of 

IEEE 802.15.4. Figure  4-2indicates the number of packets received at the root node in a 

NapMap network when data packet [inter]arrival times follows a Poisson process with 

means ranging from 1s to 8s (in steps of 1s). Compared to the number of packets 

received at the root node in IEEE 802.15.4, which is shown in Figure  4-3, the packet 

 
11

 Q(N) is N’s queue-length. Reserved (N) is the number of timeslots reserved for N’s data 
transmission to its parent. Packets Dropped(f,i) is the total number of packets dropped before 
timeslot i at superframe f; Packets Dropped(f, N’s parent’s OR1) indicates the total number of 
packets dropped before OR1 of N’s parent at superframe f  
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delivery rate at the root node is higher in the NapMap network when the traffic load is 

high, particularly when mean packet interarrival time is 1s (see dashed red circles in 

Figure  4-2 and Figure  4-3). This is due to the fact that in the NapMap protocol, network 

duty cycle is not fixed so when the traffic load gets higher, the packet delivery rate can 

still remain high by increasing nodes’ duty cycles (this fact will be explained later in this 

section). However, duty cycle in IEEE 802.15.4 is fixed for all nodes, which indicates that 

each node must be awake only within a specific time period. When the traffic load gets 

higher in IEEE 802.15.4, more generated packets must be transmitted in the specific 

time period, which is equal to the specific time period of the case when the traffic load is 

low. More packet transmission within the specific time period enhances the chance of 

packet collision. More packet collision results in late delivery of data packets to nodes’ 

parents and consequently, the number of packets received at the root node in IEEE 

802.15.4 decreases compared to the NapMap protocol. 

As mentioned above, network duty cycle in the NapMap protocol is not fixed, so 

when the traffic load gets higher, the packet delivery rate can remain high by increasing 

nodes’ duty cycles. This is due to the fact that each node can send a request PDU to its 

parent requesting more timeslots for data transmission when the traffic load gets higher. 

With more available timeslots for data transmission, each node can transmit/route more 

data packets to its parent and hence the packet delivery rate can be increased. 

However, the more timeslots node N requests for its data transmission, the more fraction 

of time node N is awake, which increases N’s duty cycle. Hence in the NapMap protocol, 

at the expense of higher duty cycle, each node can handle higher traffic load, and 

consequently the delivery rate to the root node can remain high even when the traffic 

load is high. Figure  4-4 illustrates the delivery rate to the root node in the NapMap 

protocol. Figure  4-4 indicates that the delivery rate to the root node drops slightly in the 

NapMap network when the traffic load gets higher, which is in accordance with what has 

been explained above. 

Figure  4-5 illustrates the NapMap duty cycle and IEEE 802.15.4 duty cycle. 

Network duty cycle in both protocols has been shown for different traffic loads. In IEEE 

802.15.4, duty cycle of each node is a fixed number, whether the traffic load is low or 

high. Simulation model of IEEE 802.15.4 provided in [18], when SO =4 and BO = 8, has 

a fixed duty cycle 6.25%. However, in the NapMap protocol, depending on the packet 
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size, the time period in which N and N’s parent are awake during a timeslot may vary. 

For example, node N may be awake only in 1/16 of timeslot duration for transmitting a 

small packet or N may be awake in 1/4 of timeslot duration for a longer packet 

transmission12. Consequently, node N’s duty cycle directly depends on the packet size 

that N transmits or receives. Packet size used in simulation model of [16] is 25 bytes. 

We have shown in Appendix A that up to 19 unacknowledged packets can be transacted 

during a timeslot of 31.25ms when the packet size is 25 bytes (note that timeslot 

duration in NapMap is set to be 31.25ms). In other words, node N is awake only within 

1/19 of timeslot duration to transmit or receive a data packet. However, we have 

considered different packet sizes in order to have more general comparison of NapMap 

duty cycle and IEEE 802.15.4 duty cycle. As illustrated in Figure  4-5, only when nodes 

transmit long packets (i.e., node N is required to be awake within ¼ of timeslot duration) 

and the traffic load is high, IEEE 802.15.4 duty cycle is less than the NapMap duty cycle; 

otherwise, NapMap has a better duty cycle compared to IEEE 802.15.4. Considering 

both performance metrics of duty cycle and packet delivery rate (throughput), Figure  4-2 

- Figure  4-5 indicate that the NapMap protocol has better performance compared to 

IEEE 802.15.4, particularly when the traffic load is high.   

In Figure  4-6, we are comparing NapMap duty cycle with a general MAC protocol 

duty cycle, where general MAC protocol’s nodes have the same number of generated 

packets as NapMap’s nodes have. In Figure  4-6, we assume that each node 

transmit/receive such a long data packet that each node must be awake the whole 

timeslot duration for its data transaction. A lower bound of duty cycle for a general 

NapMap and lower bound of duty cycle for a general MAC protocol with the same 

number of generated packets have been shown in Figure  4-6. Figure  4-6 also indicates 

that the duty cycle of the NapMap network applying the proposed requesting policy in 

section  4.1 falls within the reasonable range from its lower bounds.  
 
12 Note that node N stays awake the whole timeslot duration when N sends a beacon or when N 

listens to its neighbor’s beacon. However, size of request PDU, response PDU and conflict 
resolution PDU is less than an application data packet. Hence, we assume that when N 
sends or receives any of such PDUs, N is awake in the same fraction of timeslot as when N 
is awake while transmitting/receiving an application data packet.      
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Figure 4-2: Number of Packets Received at the Root Node in a NapMap Network 
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Figure 4-3: Number of Packets Received at the Root Node in a Network operating 

IEEE 802.15.4 
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Figure 4-4: Packet Delivery Rate to the Root Node in the NapMap Network 

 

Figure 4-5: Network Duty Cycle of the NapMap Network vs. IEEE 802.15.4 
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Figure 4-6: Average Duty Cycle of the NapMap Network 

4.3. Summary and Conclusion 

NapMap MAC protocol is a relatively simple protocol designed for applications 

that mostly have a regular schedule of data transport activities. The NapMap MAC 

protocol is designed with a special intention to allow the nodes to have low duty-cycles. 

A special feature of this protocol is that each node transmits its own beacon to announce 

its presence and to send signaling information related to the available time slots. The 

individual beacons and individual neighborhood maps are the basic features of the 

NapMap MAC protocol. The neighborhood map is a small data structure which indicates 

timeslot usage by the node’s neighbors. The NapMap MAC addresses the hidden 

terminal problem by individual beacons and neighborhood maps. Performance results in 

this thesis indicate that the NapMap protocol has better performance (in terms of both 

throughput and duty cycle) compared to the IEEE 802.15.4, particularly when the traffic 

load is high. 
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Appendix A.  

IEEE 802.15.4 packet structure is illustrated in Figure A-1. A long data transaction without ACK 
includes Long frame and LIFS. As shown in Figure A-2, a long data frame consists of PHY 
header and PHY payload; The PHY payload consists of MHR, MAC payload and MFR. The 
payload is 25bytes and SHR and PHR parts are 6 bytes in 802.15.4. Hence, a long data frame 
size is 40 bytes. LIFS has 40 symbols (10 bytes) in 802.15.4. Thus, the total size required for a 
single transaction without ACK is 40 + 10 = 50 bytes. The bit rate is 250kb/s so the maximum 
time required for a single transaction is 50 * 8 / 250000 = 0.0016s. Hence, when node N uses 
timeslot i as its own application timeslot in the NapMap, node N is only awake a small fraction of 
timeslot duration (0.0016/0.03125 = 1/19.53 timeslot duration). With similar calculations including 
tack and ACK, the total size required for a single transaction with ACK is 69 bytes, which indicates 
that when node N uses timeslot i as its own application timeslot in NapMap, node N is only awake 
0.002208 /0.03125 = 1/14.15 timeslot duration. 

 

Figure A-1: IEEE 802.15.4 packet structure 

 

Figure A-2: Schematic view of the data frame and PHY packet 


